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bl 14 ; 1, low»r fill tnot loiwst). Th» S/ili ar« SL; 42';)'j and 'lEbd,

jair of Knidim, datable close to 150 3,0, But th-ise are isolated and different fro-n

the timin i^roup, and seem to hare beon found on top of the fill.,
4173

Apart from the §bcnro two, the lateot may bo SS 4li5, Rhodian nook with both
term

hand 03, from 'o jar of XlKilMOZ dated in the tern of ZIMYUN02, whioh^my nave fallen

in about aid fl.O., but th a tsm is still under study. Next earlier than that would

prob,|bly be bb 426i), from a jar of i2UIf3NOZ in the term of Sf5PutNl«iP). perhapa of

So. —lj~
OU-vji

t/j ^ <rj 3i

aJU.^a j {j



T- v/vTr. ^ .
B14 : 1 r cistern at 88/aa SAH thought bv ^

y xqq

not to go past 2/4 of 3rd B.C.: bu-t- 4
» ia not©

8 of Edroni Amphora article have quoted dbj
In Hasperia 1959 as calling it "275« 2k q

i_ •-'SO o.c,

C.T. in letter cf III.63 regrets that a

date got into Agora V(HSR) and wd now en
V

••moetly l/2 Srd B.C, (dating revised since

jjgora P*125)»"



E 1U:1 Cistern, ^enima, 88/A
Please see PISR-list

'"2-^= .rrr7 i

This is a trouhlesome spot- hut I h^ve no note
of GRE's to revise his date of ca. ?75-2?5 B.C,
for the abandonment fill^ and this appears in
Rowland, ,

HSR's acciimulative filling K'hy which he means
the same thing, he now however lists as
"late 3^^ to early 2hd",

If I read your notes correctly, the handles
from this fill go well with Roger's date, except
for the two Khidians first found. Date proh.
should he 3rd into early 2nd; hut have you any

te of CRE accepting this ?no



'P 2.2224 pan'^tbenaic Amphora 1
T 1453 ^ l2.aihj

_l^te Roman fill ca. 82/KA. p. 2042

April 14, 1952

-H 0.063 m. !
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^ n >-r I rn ^A.i
y/'-v-A

064 m.
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4279 •f •♦4-(Ui,4

4282-3

4287-8

4291-3

4346

: 4176 with 4277

4266 " 4268
4276 " P 6353

^ c O-Ci
-hA '

/• /J

fcc-i-ioRt , fr^'^
SAii in r cist.:;rn at m/lh y^J

IT. T? , t3

jfy- "-"^
7 (list as revised by GRil)
»; , 'O U^

^ f\ tl' ^ ^ - I^

SS 4173

4175-7

4186

4266

4268-9

4275-7

Note joins

TEASIAN

RHODIAN

^ \ H •'

fabricant

B0YAHKP1T02 Al(
ASIN2nA2

|<Ar®2TPAT02

:EniroN02
r >.EniroN02

^<1•V KPSffiN
MENT2P

t/M I^Y2ANfA2

vV^ XPH21M02

-Av^ ' VI. •

. (^•

derice eponym

ladle

ladle

dolphin

rose ArH(
A12XYA1N02

AP12TB1AA2'

(leaf 8t.)EYiP(

dot NIK2N . V

nAY2ANIA2

monogram <^7At? r' t;
rose 2IMYA3t[J02) YAK

, , n,. V
fj '< <3

davdroe

olub? BY'5PArOPA2

month SS

3

nM
17'

AAA

AAA

riEA

ATP

APT

4177

4346

4293 V

4283 '
4275 7 '
4279

4175 -

4269 nonjoining pair 1" "a
4291

4186

4292

4176 and 4277? joining^
4282 a and b, non-j oining H
4173 neck,both handles

4276 and P 6353,joining,jar

4266 and 4268, joining ^

4288 ,n0ar base of snail handle
4287
^ V i r.

\

A.

—roJa -

Ij.b z

CQAN

KNIDIAN
• J

UNKNOiJN ORIGIN

CH •

MEAANTA2

HPA in monogram
leaf?

jU

Selected sherds, examined 27.1.50, included an early Rhodian neck, unstnynnpif^
^ several early Indian toes, and a neck of the "Sokrates GrW\ with characteristic

rim, and the tops of both handles preserved, unstaijipedj KisxacaxtajSHzixxxbs^xax^iaz
7^ ;•, isx*xx±«gx^txx and traces of the characteristic white band round the neck/ Als^

part of a jar of unidentified type, with tapering body ending in a ring foot.

The reexamination of this material produced several other minor joins in adHi
to those noted. Unfortunate that liSy%d already been weeded. addition

In this cistern it was not possible to distinguish a seriesj^f^j^ta^llld do^
successively: according to GRS's investigations, the fill probatly^was rraduAl
but formed a cone in the middle so that parts of later dumpings coastiT^ell do^'

1av«1j5- TPInHn Pr'/rm a ... aown

I
v.* .A.MWS/* ^vjcl£3 W0 1 I ri niiiv*

^ ,... .n«to lower levels. Finds from a singld level were therefore mixed in date- wir^ar. +u.
seen, no attempt was made to keep a record of levels for objects made ?v,

However, for objects recorded in the course of excavation, the date of findinf^d^^^
the relative level, hence GRE suggested study of handles to see ho\* well seoSL^a J
finding corr3sf)onded with dates indicated by other considerations. Results^ °L a.
tha handlaa in the 41-h„n<tr.da were net f^md in the oistem fsTrlh. fdi f

J-'- are part^jf the epreed g the bott« of the hLp! ScSdSr to'present 7G opinion, they are.datable in or near the second quarter of the thifd . 4-
To take the rest by date of finding; third century.
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May 27,1935: SS 4266 and 4268» These were two Knidian handles which proved to^be

from the same jar, datable in the 2nd century, probably first half. "

May 28, 1935: SS 4269 a and b. Two Rhodian handles with leaf-shaped stsimps, a/v
non-joining pair, datable possibly as late as the third quarter of the 3rd century.

May 29, 1935: SS 4277 which joins 4176 from the passage. Rhodian, 3rd cent.,lst-2nd qu.
SS 4275, 4279, Rhodian, probably 1st quarter
SS 4276 and P 6353, stamped Coan jar. Dating not yet established^ closelj

May 30, 1935: SS 4282-3. Rhodian. / 1st quarter? .
SS 4287-8. Unknown origin. Dating not yet closely established. i

May 31, 1935: SS 4291-2. Rhodian. Apparently earlier than SS 370, Rhodian of Grp B.
SS 4293. Thasian. Type of stamp and handle suggest still 4th cent.

SS 4346, found June 7, is described as from "earth from cistern at 88/aa", hence j
presumably not to be placed in the sequence. Note that the device is the same as that
of 4177, which in roughly contemporary handles would apparently indicate the same year.
In this case I believe there was a considerable lapse between, possibly two generations.
(The ladle is a recurrent device on Thasian stamps, appearing also on pre-Macedonian ones.)
Deinopas was producing in the late 4th century, cf SS 2618, top of jar/ already discussed
with GRS (B, well at IS/aA). Probably the same man,was theoros somewhere about 290 BC,
according to the Corpus reconstruction of the list of theoroi of Thasos. It should be
noted that the stamp on SS 4346, here under discussion, is the same as that on SS 8132
from 2, well at 67/Ar; sorry I have not studied GRE's notes on that deposit.

In sum, it appears that the find-sequence in the p cistern at 88/aA does correspond
with the probable sequence of date of the jar fragments.

VG

1 C= r I t I

"I V- ( ^ —A

^ CX- ^ I )

3 U. I
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March 23, 1963 2.0?-

Darling V: This is my third try on E 14:1, the first havxing been on
yellov;^ paper, the second on your splendid air letter, which I proceeded
to spoil. Perhaps this vfill be better. . . - c _ , <C"

Sparkes and Talcott are not going to quote any close dates for deposits
which do not really concern them, and for which they cannot be responsible;
this would do them no good and would only make a mess for other people.
Yi'hen they have to list contexts later than 300 B.C., as a formality in
shov/ing where the pots came from,they vfill give blanket dates only, and
have a general statement to the effect that these will be the subject of a
more detailed presentation elsewhere. - This system worked very vfell
in the reverse direction, i.e. Brann to Sparkes-Talcott. Hence my
short version now reads;

♦

E 14:1 Cistern POU - into early 3rd c. B.C.

U - 3rd c. B.C. and later II
(* POU s Period of Use

U »;Upper Filling(s) - in this case there are several, but you
and I are talking only about the one big one. )

The date on the yellow deposit-summary sheet was taken, as it says,from
ORE; though I perceive that his ovra v/ritten word put/Sr it differently:

"probably ceased to be used as a cistern in the 290's;
then an accumulated dump ending in the well-advanced 3rd c.*^'

CH , IO)
It is too bad that a much later date got into Agora but one cannot be (
bound by such things, ^land also one cannot perpetuate'buch dreadful words —
as 'accumulative', whatever it may meanl (or meant to HSR). \

If I vranted to quote this deposit now, on the basis of what I believe
to be I'true, and if I did not have any general place where it said that
some dates have been revised as the result of further study, then I
think I would put;

i \ E 14:1 heavy dumped fillinginjostly of the first half of the 3rd c. B.C.
I I (the dating revised since the listing in Agora V, p. 125).

For the above you do not need to quote anybody; I am sure it is what
H.A.T. would call the 'opinio communis" ji-»( But even if 1 were to break
down and return to longer versions, this would do you no good, because
at the present moment NO ONE could possibly predict T/hen,if ever,Talcott-
Sparkes will be in shape to be quoted. . . ^

About Korone,',Prasiae,^in general, I shall ask Missy to tell me how the
handles came out; I should love to knovj-. But BAS and I have no idea of
discussing it; I have mentioned one pot, but it is not controversial. You
see we try, oh TRY, to stop when RF ends and V/est Slope begins, i.e. about
320-310 B.C. So Korone is''late'for us^ anyway.

fear this IS no use; am sorry.

Much love.
it,

A 1



Athens, llarch 20, 1963

Dearest Lucy,

May I quote you cm E 14 : 1? Enclosed find self-addressed form for your

, N
z^oi

convenience, A Suinmary that there is hare suggests you are saying l/2 3rd B.C.

This is for a coraiaent I an preparing on Koroni handles, of which you have

perhaps heard mention. It has turned out to involve more than I intended to

undertake, but I think perhaps was necessary to do, I would like to know how
Koroni

you and Brian are dealing with the difficulty ii raises over late 4th - early

3rd century dates. Do you take it up specifically?

I owe you a letter, but it is up town. So this for now.

Yours,

•2-5-• l>t . ^ 'g

^ -C-l-t-VT-U ^.

V-.-.

v •

, ; . • ''t v.;; •

-i-i. ""
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Hay 27
SS 4266

SS 4268 3

May 28
SS 4269

Gamma Cjstern 88/Lambda Del"fc8-

May 29
SS 4275

SS 4276 Oe-i^ u
SS 4277 ^

Z J6

SS 4279 <iiu v.<'; .'.yu-:

May 50
SS 4283 (2-'-~ (3
SS 4287 ^

SS 4288 61

SS 4282 Pu Kp/-,

May 31
SS 4291 P-G •
SS 4292 vVi
SS 4293 r

y V

o

>-1 (.

••i /• '
.' -'V •• • -
- • •<" ' •> '• ••• V

The fill from which these comes covers the period from c. 300 to 100 BC.
Do you see any hope in the above sequence of handles (listed from top to
bottom in the fxll} that it may be a consistent gradual accumulation? Or is
it just a hopeless mixture?

. I
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Bulletin to Miss T. Grace;

Gamma Cistern 88/Lambda D^lta, Hellenistic Fill

fhe follov.dng is the revised list of handles to be
assigned to this fill:

-SS 417.3 R, neck
• 4175 R

. 4176 R . •
• K 4177 Th

- . iEiS 4186 R . .
. • ' • <4266 Kn . '

<4268 Kn

'Vv 1[2.15]

4269 • R pair
4275 R

4276 «5 P 6353
// 4277 R

. 4279 R

• 4282 R pair
4287 —

4288 monogram
4291 R

4292 R

4293 Th

4346 Th

4283 R

^

V"

I find that the grouprjs a mixture, predominantly III o,
vdth a very little late 2d, perhaps Sullan material mixed
in, ripbaaenting twbidi-fffertnthp^riods of filling, ilie tm)
hopelessly intermingled as far as stratification goes,
I think the t?;o can be arbitrarily sorted out, hovjever, to
leave the III c material a usable group.
My HI c pottery is to my mind an accumulation over a
fairly long period. The range in shapes is very appreciable
among comparable pbts^s, and practically every step in the
development from earliest to latest is represented. I would
think nov; that this accumulation began about 275 and
continued to a.bout 225. The latest coin which can be

assigned to the III c accumulation is Athens 287-263,
Would be glad to know how the handles stack up.
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Notes for the contemplation of Miss T. Grace;

in re Gemma Cistern 88/Lambda Delta, Hellenistic Fill

12 Mar 50

SS 4346 )
4293 )

Thasian Suggested date "Last t 4th?" and"Last or 3rd of 4th?"

Note that there is nothing in the fill other than these to suggest
4th century. Also that the Deinopas amphora top (SS 2618) to "which
you relatecSS 4346 is from a filling iB V/ell 15/LD) which can't be
earlier than 305 BC. This filling (Tholos destruction debris) is
very consistent and,from the point of view of the pottery, contemporary.
I would think the bulk of the materinl ought to date in the dose
vicinity of ca. 300 BC.

SS 4173 Rhodian neck. "3rd quarter 3rd?"

Tou say that this ,is earlier than the jars in the bottom fill of Pi Theta
isell Sl/MA. From the point of view of the pottery. Pi Theta bX/MA
Bottom Fill must fall entirely within the chronological limits of
Gamraa SB/LD, ond certainly considerably before the lower chronological
limit. Relatively speaking, if BB/LD covers the period 300-250,
Bl/LIA should be ca. 300-275. Suggest that there is some inconsistency
here which ought to be straightened out.-

W •wpniiiMrt?

\.^ TTT-. ^

Gamma Cjstern BB/LD, Hellenistic Fill
i'

if •

About 95^ of the material in this fill, to my mind,
is an accumulation which began mainly about 275 and
continued until ca. 225 BC, with a little material of
the first quarter of the 3rd ceitury mixed in.

;V',

•w

The remaining b%, which can be weeded out regard as
intrusive, probably introduced when the adjoining
shaft, 95/KTheta was filled ca, the middle or 3rd quarter
of the 1st century BC (this mainly Sullan and late 2d
uia'terial) •



Gamma Cistern 88/Lambda Delta

Hellenistic Fill (i.e. Abandonment Fill)

March 30, 1950

VG doting of 27.III.50 much appreciated. Apparently did not make myself
clear as to my conclusions as to the nature of'the filling.

Following the bbandonment of the cistern as a source of water this chamber vras
allowed to remain open for a considera.ble period and vras used as a household
rubbish dump for the associated establishment. That tbis was so is seen from
the fact that there are in the material rrcovered :roia the filling several long
series of pots of the sajne shape within v/hich extensive developments in shape
can be traced, step by step; the pots in these series from earliest to latest
are consistently well preserved, i.e. largely complete.

The filling which thus g'thered must have originally reached high up in the
heck of the cistern nearly to top before the-mouthvwas ^finally covered over,
probably tov,rard the end of the 3rd quarter of the ord century BC.
Some time in the course of the 1st century BC the mouth was again discovered,
presumably in the course of building operations. At that time the remainder
of the neck of the cistern, and, to a large extent, the associated shaft at
95/KTheta were filled with material partly contemporary, but largely derived
from Sullan-and latter 2d century BC rubbish!

The mouth of 88/Lambdd Delta v;as then apparently insecurely covered over again,
for it is apparentiy th'..t seepage entered freely. As a result of this the very
slight amount of material added in the 1st century (Supplemental Fill) and the
earlier Abandonment Fill settled down in the chamber, becoming inextricably mixed
as far as stratification goes, and the water carried much of the earth and
many of the objects far into the passage connecting 88/LD vrith 95/KTheta (note
numerous joins beti.veen objects in passage and chamber). TJhen, in Late Roman
times the mouth of the chamber was again rediscovered the combined fillings
had sunk to little more than 1.50 above the floor.

The objects in the combined fillings must necessa'Aly be sorted out in an
arbi^ary fashion, but this presents no difficulties since there is such a
wide' difference in date between the Abandonment Fill and Supplemental Fill
material.

The original'Abnuiioriment Fill vtp.s undoubtedly a gradual accumulation, and probably
did have a stro.tific .tion before na.ture stepjied in; but anj^ -speculations based on
the depths of the objects in the fill as it vras excava.ted are dangerous, beoause
of the mix-un of the fill through water seepage. The relr.tive depths of the
objelffes oatalogUediifromnday to day m^ look as if they provide a regular progression;
but it must be remembered that 2d and 1st century rraterial penetrated to the same
level^. The Abandonment Fill 3^ accumulative, but not stratified.

As I see it the Knidi'-n handles SB 4266-68 belong to the later Supplemental Fill,
since they ure of a much later date than anything in the true Abandonment FiH.
The main mass of the Abandonment Fill I would place ca. 275-225, and if the Thasian
handle SS 4293 is IV c, it is the only IV c object in the filling.

VC
1

J
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SAH in Nl^ .TZILL AT 99/llB SS 9654-5

9659-60'5 fills 1,2
9663 /
9683 fills 4-5

9709 dump of upper fill

IHODIAU fabricant

KPBS2N

sniroNoz

eponym month 3S

^ ArPIAlIIOS 9654
lEP.SUlIQyANTOS _ , , ,. ) 9660

9663 (leafshaped stamp)E3N0(i f t' "t I ' u

EARLY KLUDIAN handle with stamp reading boustrophedon IOIIa[ ?]AIS 9709
(Broken at one edge. Name possibly AIRN.)

TEASIAN name

(not read)

device

hand?

Icantharos

TJjnfflO.W ORICIN AA pellet? in triangular field

9659 (E)
9683 (lettors fen 2 adjacent

sides :prob.prei.Iac9don)

9655

Notebook (p.383l) states the pottery was 4th and early 3rd BC.

Rhodian Imndles; middle 3rd, Thasian 9659; Deinopas is knovm in the
s9-rly fabric of this handle looks rather later(profil® rim, etc®)*
The early ivnidian handle and 9655 (unknown) do not disagree with a ijiid-Srd date.

S

H- Ij^

Ri. "/'•HI .

mii-

X-Viij t-A ^

Tli? t-^^1

WCXJ TV'.O

s c>

iXMb cj^ j ;
jM t VA5

V S-r •

Cj£<)Y J ' I

Hcj ~



13 Apr 50

m V^ell 99/KB

Sufrgested dating

Period of Us6 Fill (l); ca-» 300-275 BC

no SAH or sjuphorai

Period of Use Fill (2); ca. 275-250 BC

SS 9683 Thasian

l.O-L-

Final Filling ; ca. 250-225 BC

Mixed filling containing a little Vc, a large
nroportion of IV c and a relatively small ejaouht
of III 0. Coin of Athens 307-283 BC, but
large number and t^'pes of Meg. bov.ds would
suggest 3rdqquarter.

SS 9654-55
9659-60

9663
9709

Note that joining fragraents of one pot, P 17517
were foxjnd in NN Cistern 69/HZ. Might be profitable
to Bomoare handles from that cistern ivith these:
SS 9862, 9876, 9889, 9893-5, 9898-9902

^ ^ ' j
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A BRONZE DANCER FROM ALEXANDRIA
DOROTHY BURR THOMPSON

ALEXANDRIA, one of the gayest and richest
J\_ of Hellenistic cities, has long kept secret
from the eyes of scholars the brilliance of her
frivolity. We know very few works that would
justify the city's reputation as an artistic centre.
Among the few, itself something of anenigma, is
the subject of this paper.

This masterpiece is a little bronze, now mt le
collection of Mr. Walter C. Baker of New Lork
(fig. l).i It is superbly conceived and superbly
executed, finely cast, delicately finished with a
smooth dark patina, which is light along the
sharp ridges of the folds.^ The figure r^resen s
a dancer pirouetting (fig. 2)- is mii ^ in a
voluminous chiton over which she has wrappe
a mantle that covers her head and is rawn
across her mouth (fig. 3)- This mante is so
transparent that it reveals beneath it t e cor
around her waist and the overfold o er c ii on
that reaches to her hips. \et the transparency
the garment discloses nothing of the persona i y
of the wearer. Her face is covered by a t nn
which hangs from her forehead, allowing on j
eyes to peer through large openings. le i
texture of thick chiton and sheer iima lo
exquisitely contrasted. The surfaces are de -
cately modulated so that the light ic
them and gives the drapery a veritable sueen.

'I must express deep
erosity m giving me the privilege P
the excellent photographs, over w ic jji^jter and
»d .he mean, fer phjn.p. >l'Pi~
Miss Alexander of the Metropolit classical Tradition,
was shown during the exhibition on husband
assisted me during the course of y jhe sub-
f owe the inspiration and pjaher the stimulus of
toet and to Dr. Carpenter and to Dr.
"'oir criticism. xhe greatest

.i, "'S:;" "pthret... .h™ph
? '.hp- blade. Traces of slight damagemetal at the left s lou bottom is rough and

•the right eye and elsenh • ^
mlar; it was probably on^.^ ^ thoroughly

foot was clear of the ground. H o
cleaned except for athin band bli.shed. The Corinth

=Most of this material is still iinpuui

the

Over the

irregular:

Can we assess the position of this masterpiece
in that confused Hellenistic world that has left
us few masterpieces? During recent years the
study of Hellenistic minor arts has been placed
on a firmer basis than before. Excavators, partic
ularly in Corinth and in Athens, have worked
out the chronology of pottery, lamps, and other
material.® A German scholar, Gerhard Kleiner,
has recently studied in detail previously known
terracottas from Tanagra, Alexandria, and
Alyrina."* It should now^ be possible to fit our
bronze into the series ofdraped dancingfigures that
were popular throughout the Hellenistic age.

The type of veiled dancer begins, as was
pointed out by Heydemanii as long ago as
1879,® with the figures in fluttering drapery that
appear frequently in the graves of the early
fourth century.® The movement of these figures
is rendered by harmonious balance and by curv
ing lines of motion all expressed in one plane
This simple solution with variations was em
ployed throughout the fourth century and on
into the third. But graduallya change disturbed
the harmony. Artists working a great deal in
bronze felt an impulse to represent 'rather than
to suggest the third dimension. Kleiner dates the
inception of this new feeling after the middle of
the third century B.C. He cites as examples of

figurines are soon to be issued by G. D. Weinberg in Corinth
XII; she has generously permitted me to consult her manu
script. For .\thens, material from the Pnyx has been pub
lished in Uesperia, Supplement VII. The Kerameiko.s excava
tions have produced a few but interesting terracottas, still
unpublished, which I have seen. The Agora groups of Hel
lenistic material are now in preparation: the pottery etc bv
G. Roger Edwards, the lamps by Richard Howland, the tig-
urines by the writer.

Tanagrafiguren, Fntersuchungcn zur hellenistischen
Kunst und Geschichte, Berlin, 1942, XV Ergiinzungsheft
des Jahrbuchs des deutschen archiiologischen Instituts. This
book is reviewed in this issue, below 440-444.

®H. Heydemann, "Verhiillte Tanzerin," IV Ilallischei
Winckelmannsprogram, 1879. Cf. C. M. Gait, "Veiled
Ladies," AJA 35 (1931) 373 ff.

«Ihid. 376, fig. 3.
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the Greek world: Greece, Asia Minor, Italjthis movement two figurines which were found in
a South Russian grave dated by a coin in the
third quarter of the third centuryd These fig-
urines give primarily an impression of mass and
stability, but aslight swing of the body and on

constraint. A little later, the tension becomes

" to free
f sho^this^racfu r"" ^^^ker

rotation on it ax
come from all

p.

U3. a Terra-

•• "d s. fcinrt f;-
" ^ '̂•ro-pole de

over

bronze masterpieces, a class very
during the early second century.
must group a figure from Greece^- iu ^

5), which carries the dance into its w •
• i- 'invortex. This dancer twists her body uito <

her skirts fan out into agitated ripplc®
ground. The movement belongs to the sp^
the baroque," but the proportions
drapery patterns preclude adate very IM^ ^
second century. Other similar pieces'' "cott '̂
middle orend of that century show
plication of rhythm and pattern until the
vitality fades out in thefrontal echo ofthe
by the coroplast, Nikostratos.'

Sicily, Kyrene, even Trebizond.^ These are not
copies of a single type, but variations on a
favdrite theme, the spontaneous expression of the
gaiety of their day. As Pfuhl puts it, clas
Kunstideal der Zeit komint auch in der Tanz
bewegungen zum Ausdruck."' Of this
company only a few can bear comparison wi
the Baker Dancer. Afigure from IMyrina in t
Louvre (fig. 4),'" for instance, shows the
of the dance just before that portrayed by t ^
bronze. Dramatically and arrogantly does •
lady trail her skirts, glancing back at her train
and at her audience. She is almost ready to turi^
suddenly into a spin. This figure is compose^^
upon a pyramidal basis, which is just
a tendency to turn on itsaxis. The coroplast
not quite mastered the third dimension,
ever, as a glance at the side view reveals.
movement, in the monumental constriiction^^^
the broad folds, the Louvre piece cannot e^
from the period of the Baker Dancer. ' gg
later in e.xecution ifnot in conception. H be
rather to that class of terracottas which e

acrous

it
ich

the
All these terracottas struggle to

whirling speed of the dance, but they Ji^e
hampered by being restricted to one P^^j,,}jolc
view. The necessity for placing an nglV ĉ''

Myrma, pi. xxxv, a-.J. Charboniieaiix, Le.'>
grecques, fig. gg

,2 de l'an II, p. 213 Blit 0.M5 m. ylu"''''''
loQc I'''"'̂ •dcr-LengycI, Griechische Terraliottei''

13 p'' "U- (correctly restored?) ^^•1111 '̂'̂ ''P' g Berlin 763], Kleiner, op. cif., pt .
I-ngyel, op. eU., pi. 6<). Ht. o.2Io ni. (lower part r p-
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in the back of a figure of baked clay limits the
scope of the coroplast. Free movement in space
can be expressed far more competently in metal.
Previously, we have felt back through these
terracottas to the bronzes that we assumed must

have inspired them. Now, finally, we can actu
ally see one in the Baker Dancer.

Slightly smaller than most of the clay figures
and far more delicately modelled, the bronze
gives us all the miniature charm of the terra
cottas and with it the strength and finish pos
sible only in metal. It presents the perfect solu
tion of that theme, the pirouetting dancer. No
matter how we turn the bronze, its masses, its
contours, and its surfaces create a spiral that
spins so skillfully as to induce us to spin with
it. The spiral is the dynamic force; it projects
itself into a pyramidal form. Then the pj'ram-
idal theme is spun out into triangle vari
ants on the contours and surfaces. The centre of

gravity and of interest are thus held within the
mass, making the figure a coherent unit, as tense
as a coiled spring.

Actually, the pyramid is a popular basic form
in much of the sculpture of the third century
B.C. In the first decade, the Tyche of Antioch
was composed of pyramids interlocking into a
balanced and compact group. By the end of the
century, in certain of the Gallic dedications, the
pyramidal composition has become more com
plex, animated by such violent motion that the
mass is perforated and the triangles fly apart.
The Baker Dancer falls between these extremes
showing a subtle vitality which is in harmonious
control. It must fall, then, before the very end
of the third century.

Another element supports the argument from
composition alone, nameljq the surface pattern.
Toward the middle of the third century, statues
tended tobecome too dense and too static. Sculp
tors therefore developed devices to relieve the
solidity. By showing the folds of the under
garment through the overgarment, a transparent
mantle, they were able to enliven the surface
without cutting into the mass itself. Shifts of
direction, diversions of pattern, effects of chiar

Cf. Kleiner, op. cit., p. 167.
Op. cit., pp. 176 ff.

" E. Breccia, HlomttJienis de I tiyypte greco-roniaine II, 1,
pl. A, 1 (Hadra); M, 2 (Chatby); Kleiner, op. oil., pp. 178,
186.

oscuro could be made to play ingenious varia
tions on the basic theme. The history of this
transparentdrapery overdrapery (as opposed to
the earlier transparency of drapery over the
naked body) has been traced by Kleiner.^® His
outline should now besupplemented by informa
tion from recent excavations. On certain third

Fig. 5. Figurine from Greece (ScHNEiofcR.
Lengyel, Or. Terrahotten, Pl. 69).

centnrv figurines from Alexandria, '̂ the flesh is
painted as showing through a <haphaiious
mantle. This material is undoubtedly the fine
linen, fivaaos, which was a famous product of
Egypt. It is also probably the textile of which
was woven the veil worn on coins b\-
Arsinoe.'s Xhis veil is so gauzy thatit reveals her
diadem, the coils of hair on her knot, and th

'8 Brit. Mas. Cat. of Coins, The Ptolemies, King.s of p
pl. VIII, and #.5. 1. N. Svoronos, Td NoplTMara
Xepaiav, Athens, 1901., pl. xxiiii, 5, 6, 8 (dated oTa
242 B.C.; 239 B.C.). B.C.:
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torn of Ammon behind her ear. On faience juns

Ptolemy Philopator(221 20o B.C.), the himation is so thin that it
•shows the mam folds of the chiton beneath it It

ZlT' transparent st;ie,though far more prevalent in the second century

Two pieces from the .Altar MYll, shown in
figures 6 and 7-' are of especial interest. They
both represent draped women of neaid.v the same
scale as the Dancer; both wear a thin himation
drawn over a heavy chiton. Roth himatia reveal
the main ma.ss of folds of the garment beneath.
The transparency is at its earliest stage, slight
but clear. On both the lower part flares distinctly
and drags a little on the ground.-' It is in the
folds of the chiton that the rc.semblancc to the
Baker Dancer is most striking. Note how heavy
and simple is their structure in contrast \vith the
fine folds on early Tanagras. Particularly 'n
figure 6 do these folds have the box-pleat .shap^
of those of the Dancer and of the Louvre figunne
(fig. 4). They show even the tiny nicks that en
liven the surface and the slight Ixmd at the bot
tom. These are particularly delicate on the
Bronze. Just at the top of these folds on both the
Baker Dancer and on the Agora fragment, httle
vertical grooves are indicated. On later pieces,
as in figure 7, the main folds have become more

"»>• .ut„ w,,..(bcale 3:5).

X'""® " ilhiminatinAgoratie . 8 Uiis connection.
"tiretj, I X I. PfbliAetl in

'""ft tflovantX'""»tms,ic cott::,:? '™' 'it»'
onp Cistern.'-" The
weigh?"' 307-283 n? P'-O'hmed

—Ot that century.22

WtUiche cn

in

ize

'"them.

330 ff. Other f..-Dr Vi;'"''." to show he fF. Other frag.

""y in th„ " "111 of the foil stomped am-"» "Ike. X 72leP".. W1'"ter portion of the

Pig. 7. Agora, P'igurine from Altar
(Scale 3:5).

AVel'

complex and the tiny grooves more niimci
tins ti'enrl 1 _ 1 •• casil.A'• - toward complexity can
raced through the plates of Kleiner's v'Oi'

* to them.
nventory numher.s T 2282 (I\ It. 0.083 '"-b

H. 0.080^ ^(P- H. 0.089)

statue o/'to'T'̂ ' P' ~'tB Horn, op. cif., pt P".
gins dran co'itury). In the second centur.V

Poll J"'™mes much longer as on our figures 5na'
B.C.) torn, f™'" Kleiner, op. cU., pt ^
P'- 6a hOV quarter of the third centuryi
(late third eentury""'̂ '̂ '"'' eeutury) to P•"

fous-

T

be
t.

j68'2

nios

dr"S'

\
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The closest parallel remains the first Agora frag
ment of the fairlj'^ early third century.

The evidence from the Komos Cistern carries

down a little later. Alost of its filling is to be
dated in the last quarter of the third century.
The latest bronze coin is of Athens, ca. 229-197
B.C. Two pieces are significant for our study.-"
Figure 8 is a fragment from a closely wrapped
torso like that of the Dancer. Kleiner's series of

this type-' passes from a very simple fan-shaped
pattern to a more plastic rendering with sharp

Fig. 8. Agora, Figurine fro.ai Ivoaios Cistern
(Scale c. 3:5).

taut folds that cut across the body as on the
Bakei Dancer. The Komos Cistern piece seems
among the latest, because the draperv smothers
the arm in dull, linear fobls. For the lower part,
figure 9offers interesting commentary It is dis
tinctly transparent: each little fold" pushes its
ridge gently but firmly up through the himation.
The lowci part is no longer rendered in box-
pleat folds, but instead the fold.s are rendered as
tubular and broken up by the numerous vertical
grooves, no longer small, but assertive in sub
dividing the major systems. The effect of this
fragment is, then, later than that of the Dancer.
Herhimation edge cutscleanly across thechiton;
it is still independent and not, as later, almost
fused with the lower garment. It also shows
rippling areas, which belong to the himation, not

to the protrusion of folds from beneath. The
folds of the chiton, though slightly bent at the
bottom and slightly dragging, are not tubular

Fig. 9. Agora, Figurine froji Komos Cistern
(Scale 3:5).

Fig. 10. Agora, Figurine from Middle Stoa

and not subdivided by grooves. The later st\l
of figure 9 can be checked by the techni '
which in its highly fired, brittle fabric reseinlfle'
aclosely similar piece that ivas found in Cor" ?
in a filling due to tlie destruction by Alunimi -

Konios
in 146 B.C.-" The evidence from the

T 2513 (P. H. 0.097 m.); T 2514 (P. H. 0.098 m.) I pt66(tfiiid quarter), pi. 9c, d, e(late third ce
owe the dating to areport sent me by G. R. Edwards. =8 Kleiner, op. cit, p. 89 notes that the figurines""f ti,

p. cit., pi. 10, c, d(second quarter of the third century), third century are fired much harder than those of e" ]
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11. B Dancer (Actual Si^e).
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judge from the marked decline in technical skill
in the minor arts shortly after the beginning of
the second century, it is probable that our
Bronze cannot fall very late in the Hellenistic
period. The evidence from the Agora figurines
and from the coins of Alexandria suggests that
tlie Bronze might very well have been made in
the closing years of the third century. Our pres
ent knowledge does not permit our dating it more
closely than within theperiod 225-175 b.c

In this brief space it is impossible to discuss
the relation of the Baker Dancer with con
temporary major arts. Unfortunately, no bronze
parallels have survived. The connections with
the Pergamene marbles and with the Aluses
especially with the Polyhymnia type, with which
It has interesting afiiliations, must be undertaken
as a separate study. These relations will be
particularly significant if Alexandria can be
cstablisncci as the provenience

Joseph Brummer, the dealer through whose
hands the figure passed, once told me that t
came from Alexandria. But considering the con
troversy that rages about the "\lev«n i
School," we must be cautious about aec ^^"
such an attribution. Let us scrutinize the fi
closely to see whether it is possible to
to a definite centre. ®®ign it

The type itself clearly belongs to the • e
it has been found all over the Greek w m'
th^ period, the veiling can scarcelv
religious connotation, which Hevdem
never able to prove. The dance might be^A
fied as the PavKi<Tf,6s. This dance, called
dancer, according to Pollux, was Inn
origin.- It was apparently coquettish in T
ter. Perhaps it may have derived its m,
the slippers, ffavKiSes, which these danceTr
so piquantly. ^avKiSes were also Toni :T.
they were iroX.reX.Is; they were tinted yoT"'
They are mentioned as having cork snl ^
ably like those of our dancer -
fashionable in Hellenistic Alexandria ^4 t'-

Cistern indicates that its latest material is later

than the Baker Dancer.

One more Agora figurine helps our analysis
(fig. 10).-® It was found in a mid-second century
context. The style is certainly more careless
than that of the preceding examples. The folds of
the upper part have shrunk in number and
show angularity; plain areas are not even re
lieved by transparency; the dragging skirts are
clumsily rendered. So marked is the contrast with
third century work, as, indeed, is commonly the
case with mid-second century work, that we
must e.xclude it as a parallel.

As regards transparency, then, the Baker
Dancer is earlier than might be thought. The
broad fold at the back (figs. 2 and 11) is clearlj^
traceable through the himation, as are the cord
at the waist and the edge of the overfold. But it
must be emphasized that the effect of ribbing
visible between the sharply defined crossfolds of
the himation are not all due to the protrusion of
the folds of the chiton through the mantle. It is
perfectly clear on the Bronze itself that there are
ripples in the plane of the himation, like tiny
gathers to vary the surface. This becomes ob
vious if one attempts to trace the systems of
these folds upward from the right foot: they do
not carry through either the lines of the under
folds nor of themselves. All these subtle varia
tions could be rendered only by a master. But
they do not imply an advanced stage of trans
parency, as might be thought at first glance.

The proportions of the Baker Dancer are also
early. The figure is stocky, the head of good
size. This is in contrast to the elongation that is
popular during the later second century B.C. In
fact, the best parallel for the proportions is the
queen on the jug inscribed with the name of
Philopator (221-205 B.C.).®"

The composition, the transparency, and the
proportions all indicate that the Baker Dancer
is to be dated before the truly baroque climax
of the last half of the second centurv B.C. To

T 851 (P. H. 0.105 m.) from a trench beside the south
foundation of the Middle Stoa, therefore presumably dating
before the third quarter of the second century B.C. Cf.
Kleiner, figs. a, b.

™Horn op. cit. supra n. 19.
" Dr. Berta Segall is preparing a comprehensive study on

Alexandrian art. To her I owe many references aiid much

enlightenment on the whole Hellenistic field
'2 Hesychius s.v. 0avKLap.6s; Pollux, 4 lop
» Pollux, 7, 94; cf. .Alexis, 98.7. .\spa.s. •

p. 58 A: 6t5o? VTToB-rjijdTOJv 'IcovlkCjp, ' Ethic,
Herondas, Mimes, VH, 58; N. Breitenstein Co, r

racottas, Copenhagen, 1941, pi. 63, #5'lo f,l.,t„ i'., ^^r-
ond century B.C.). ' ^hird to sec-
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cords of contrasting color, these little yellow slip
pers, peeping from beneath skirts of purple or
sea-green could point a whole dance The

would lend Rself to such emphasis be
cause It was based on the pirouette. Pollux de-
™bes it:» "A subtle tl.uoe, „hicl. mukes the
body fluid and like a whitlwiud." These spins
jvere very popular mthe ancient dance; thev are
hkened by writers to the whirling of tops m- oflie wind . But this d.uce „.s tvLlv pr e"-
and gives no hint of locale. ^PeAaps asuggestion can be derived from an
xamination of our dancer's costume •
"iple and luxutious. Het ™.„t,e, !

ivriggl b.Ah .r? • '""81 »liel
sni 'ibe 1Mlv of excited

-ntt.figures from the early third cent "^"<^nistic
closely resembles the If
"«fiawl" found in anctt rample; they are gaui
^•-ouad the body, they Lk Vi'
mantle worp by the Lk Hke thei ny the Raker Dancer (fig. ig) 33

OF ARCHAEOLOGY

Although no Ptolemaic pieces of large size have
been discovered, we know from literar,y rcfei-
ences that they were made in the royal factories
and called PvaaLvoL.^^ The garment itself iC"
sembles the KaXdctpts, described by Herodotos
and mentioned as a ritual garment on the
Andania inscription.'" Aform of it, knotted inthe
front, is wmrn by figures of the Ilcllcnized Isis and
her pricstcs-ses. The simple ".shawl" type also ap
pears on theatrical costumes throughout this
period.'"

On most of these examples, the fringe is just
sketchily indicated. On the Raker bronze, how
ever, it is meticulously modelled as composed of
twisted loops that run along the narrow end of
the garment in a warp fringe, like most Egypt'";'̂
fringes. None of this type from Hellenistic
times, to m,y knowledge, has survived, but it
does occur on Roman textiles from Doura au^
lAdmyra (fig. 13).« This fringe is ciuite possible
for hnen, which is most probably the material ot
which our dancer's mantle was woven."

Ihe fringed garment seems most at hoiuc
among the costumes of the professional enter
tamer, and possible for any part of the

®4.100; cf. p- P H•
'"^lection
#399-401. -^-mcx-Pans-Strashourg,

pp. 138 ff'-"pLly'New York
col ft«o c A ' ^^v"'^isso\va 91} I • iork,

- "1 «•»»«.

»Numbers 70 71 nl" ' von Ppy.,
J^nidia c , ' P'- PD 100 IV r'
the refi li«3, pp. s,]g jj hlinkenberg,C ri»i Mdit!,, 7";»»i»i».5

38 •p, '"oolandof

of crimson, violet, hy.icinthinc, flame, and
Rreen: tliP P„-„; ., '. ..illketlw

. . . -A41110UII, viGiec, nyacmtnine, naxuv., ,^een; the Persian were the mo.st beautiful and sound likr J
precursors of the garments on later miniatures. For '
' '""fription, .sec IG 5 (1) ]3i)0, 11. 18 ff. where the t'-nParency is e.xpressly forbidden. This would suggest that

dancer was not taking part in aritual.hnkenherg, op. di. 005 ff. ^^.1,003 on
ainhinTc , /\cKmH'

for Isis if SoPff I "Pest-
sehrift ZU c' tiewand der Isis," JaW'S
t^jP^^ig, 192]', pp. ("Jou Gelmrtatag .
"Jew nlwnalDiira-V"''°^.^y^—"vvinjcrg, \v„. fi- r^xcavations m

."ly husband R. 'f' Pt- h. The Textiles, pl. xxi"'R Pfi«fo T ' pt. 11, Ihe Textiles, pl. ' <13,

P- 15; III' V. II, Paris, 1937, T60, P'' ^^^d
as fig 133 /p?'"' T9(i, pl. „i E, p. 18 (here reP''® ĵ.^je
appearance f"" '̂ ''"""'ns are all of cotton, f'"'/ VroV
foot, "On , f" f- G'-iffith and G-

(1934) •" fv IT ^ Cotton in tlic Nib' NallO'
Mts, Boston k' "ii Ilunham of the Museum
eame to the ^ 'einvostigatcd the material for jpro^
dates before ft "Va"*'"" "one of the cotton from

On tl . • "''liliHn cr<i 'Icif'"
op- "f fhe Helleuistie period, ef- ^use of transparent m "" posit ive evidene"

as the third ecau Xlediterranean world ' •
^"ntUl-VRr. I . ... , . u.e idb '

38 •],, wool and of

of Miss -d'own on figure pi ,,

I® most t Matnufer, who was 1 ^ eomesP, eratefnl to I)i. A i "uried n luu
^P^rlmoni of , , M tansing and tl \ ^
handling fi,-, .^tetropolita,, for n,,.
ency. • material and testing its e of

'UM.Ro,! transpar-

30 J. m. X.V, 69. ' ""U ime ff., 4jq rne third eenh, ^Mediterranean wm'-
''ro otos II gj Q ' • f fiomson of the p ^ '""''h obliged to the •> .j poS-

0

/

Pig. 12. Ega'pti.ax Shawl (Metropolitan AIuseum of Art).

Fig. 13. Pal.mvra Fringed Textile (Pi-tster. Text, de Palmyra, m, i^l
hie).
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love? tlfj" 1 ^ mask; in size, in shape, and in
clearly visible'̂ rT K "PP®"" edge is the large openings for the eyes, it does not re-ble ]ust beneath the waves of hair, semble any known type. Nor is it stiff enough for

a mask, as several tiny folds are visible on its
surface, particularly at the corner of the eye. It
is, rather, like a thin face-veil, which is to be
seen in a few figurines from Egypt. Sometimes it
is, worn hanging down over the face, with ej e^
holes, as on a Graeco-Egyptian head (fig-
The comie character of this head suggests that it
may represent a dancer. The veil is also shown
ona figure which is draped much likeour dancer.

Fm. 14. Baker D.^kcer Head.

Ptolemaic queens uThil^
^___J_J_'̂ "vering is

„"P^clrbeq Ptolemies, p],
m.). Cf Foi/gi/ei. pi eiv, """•

A. Adrian 1 P' (Ht.R ; ^^^^omanze eMomenti di Scnl,

Fio^ie. Figurine from Alexandria (Adkia?'!'
^est. eMom. di Scultura Aless., Ph. lH, t)'

dlthough it is without eye-holes, being so
Urn s^iuint through it (fig. 16).^"
eitir on top of the
visible"" himation, in a f'i
'̂orld.uloT"""'';' onl. '̂

in A1 as I know, however, it i . g
wr? L'"'"""•••• '""'S'
<btions T, climatic

fU"l .."V " ' '"

tld'^

i Soni'"
0jid)hC'

sbio"fa

nlentical f- '̂t.Y a similar,
not fuJ .^ '̂'̂ 'on prevailed. Is this veil

f^ottas Jrom My • ,
'̂ienna, 193^ ». the Musevm of Fine A''t^ Ni'i""

Vole, p], g. "2, Q-l, 107; Pettier and llei'ia''''
'tudy thig °V. at., pis. 5a, 4.2b, 43b, 51 ,,

material, " more fully connection ivdh •
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"Xeyofres cos rw TpayiKW wpbs tovs Tcopatous xpvrai
Trpoo-coTTcp, t(3 be KcopiKU irpbs avTovs," "wearing a
tragic mask toward the Romans, but a comic one
toward them. Is this merely a figure of speech^
Is it not possible that the queen, at least, would

Herakleides,^® writing of Thebes in Boeotia?
TO tS)v inariwv eirl rrjs Ke^aXys KaXvfifia tolovtov

icTTLV, SxTTt WpO<TO}irLSio3 SoKfLV TTaV TO TpOOtCWOV
KaTeL\Tj<j)6ai, oi yip d(f>6a\pol 5La<f>a.ivovTai pbvov, rd
5^ Xotird pkprt tov irpocrcoTTOv trauTa KOTexeTai rots
IpaTLOLS (jiopoDtn S'aurd iracrat XevKa. to Se Tpixo:pa
^avdbvi ivabebipivov pexP' rTjs Kopv<j>T]s." "The
way they wrap their heads in their himatia
is such that the garment seems to cover the whole
face like a little mask; the eyes alone peep out;
all the other parts of the face are covered by the
mantles. They all wear these pure white. Their
hair is yellow and fastened upon the crown of
the head."

This description is extraordinarily apt. It is
interesting that Herakleides, who lived at ex
actly the time which we are considering, com
ments on the pure white color of the himatia,
for most of the mantles of Boeotian figurines are
in bright pinks and blues, while Egyptian linen
is customarily white, with occasionally a narrow
colored border. Considering the close relations
between Thebes and Alexandria, summarized
fully by Kleiner,'̂ it is perhaps' significant that
these fashions, including thelittle veil, ivere com
mon toboth towns. Judging from this description
and from the types of figurines that show the
close veiling of the face, there is no reason to
ascribe the covering of the head to religious
grounds, but rather to the dust and heat, which
still dictate the same fashion in the same lands
today.

The artist who created the Baker Dancer, how
ever, certainly appreciated the tantalizing effect
of the little veil. He worked the suspensefor all it
was worth, according to the taste of his day.
Revelations of hidden identity motivate much
of the drama and fiction of Hellenistic times.

Plutarch tells us how the great revelled
in disguises. Even Mark Antony, he saj-s,®"
used to dress himself and Cleopatra as servants
to wander around Alexandria at night plaj^-
ing pranks (and taking a well-deserved beat
ing). His disguise must have been light, for he did
not fool many people. It was in the nature of
the Alexandrians to love him for his foolery.

k

Fig. 17. Ptolemaic Limestone Head rCoTT»
M»r„oPou„K,

Me her irienlil.y by putting i„ ft,
hke veil with which the ladies of Al
teased the citizens.^ Alexandria

This coquettish veil implies the tvpe of v- m
ville dance that was extremelv nonnl a
this lively period. Shall we Vall it
pantomime? Recently the relation of
pantomime has been restudied P
clearly a Greek form, which' finanv"^"''̂ '
oped into the extravanganza late ' n
b.y the church fathers, seems to hav
interpretive dancing" without word'' "

ally performed by a dramatic soloist
acharacter-mask and accompanied bv nniS""^
Ihe Baker Dancer fits this descrinti
we consider that her veil acts as a nia'̂ l T"'
gest a type of woman familar on the U "

streets of

la

^8 (Dikaiarchos) I. 18 ff. (probably Herakleides, 260-230 Miss Marjorie J. Milne.
B.C.). Cf. Kuripides, Iph. Taut. 372: ky<h 5e XeirTcoi* ofx/xa 6ta
KaXvfxpdToiv.

Op. ciU 43 ff.
8® Plutarch, Antony, XXIX, 1 ff. I owe this reference to Hermes, 45 (193;)) 106 ft*.
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Alexandria. As pantomime is traditionally said
to have originated in Egypt, whence one of its
founders brought it to Rome in the first cen

tury B.C., we may well have in the bronze a
Hellenistic exponent of an art that became
notorious in Italy.- It seems more plausible,
however, that she was classed at her early date
as amime since this term seems to have been in
use for all forms of dramatic dance.

nUieuTf ^most suitable«lea for our dancer, must we make our hy
pothesis out of no firmer cloth than a gauzv

Though we cannot tear off our dancer's veil
we can penetrate a little beneath it« i p-
We note that the bridge of C no
row and the nostrils wide If '''T
within the apertures of her" veil l "'
eyes fully modelled, her brows ' i
cheeks. The brows n ^art of heryond her e,trThe etrtl
^^liarly rendered as veTv P '̂
markedly convex, protrudL h"fwhich, as Payne puts it- their lids,
neath as the bud of aponnv
^ower." How can this descr^T' ^he
JJmek eye so accurately char 1°"ellenistic figurine? There i'̂ ^
explanation. Note how the nr. PossibleJhe lower and extends far bejmm?H
i^^e eye itself. This treatm ^"™er of
'lumtly in He I-Wleni,iie neriri

n™el,v, Egyptinrr "™".
™™Pl- c™ be cited to aTwThS

"it*;'f """•

11 ,""" '• nt;, ' »rmai. ivttnb ff. This snneLb J'lokmaic
ol-

ar-

'o\vs, ex-
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mannerism developed from the long cosmetic
line of purely Egyptian style.'̂ On Egyptian
faces of the Saite and Ptolemaic periods, this
line is shown as a thick band projecting out from
the corner of the eye at right angles to the nose-
Then, as naturalism creeps into Egyptian wor S

' * W.-2./0 111 UW J-J^,7 i

the cosmetic line is treated as continuous w
the upper lid. An example of this phase is a"
early Ptolemaic head in the IMetropohtan
Aluseum (fig. 17).ss It was made presumably by
an Egyptian craftsman under Greek
On it we see the narrow bridge to the nose, the
wide nostrils, the long oval protruding ''t ^
slightly slanting, with the cosmetic line oaiT'O^^
continuously with the upper eyelid.Faience hea( ^
show what the Greek craftsman, working ^
der Egyptian influence, did with this_ Pici
type.56 The resemblance of this t.v])e of face
that of the Baker Dancer is striking- UndoU
odl.y the Greek women coming to Alexam
soon adopted the Egyptian fashion of einp
ing the eyes with jiaint and their artists wo
inevitably adopt the Eg,yptian formula fm
ronting it. Indeed, it would be difficult to
f eeyes of our figure in any other ccntie o
ancient world. j

Jhese Egyptianizing elements of dicss
f ^ support the dealer's claim ucr•monze came from Alexandria. Tim

ancer fits very well into that gay ^j,c
le mimes, the Set/crr/ptdSes, played a pa'*^ ,';'-oina
•eo ings. Dio Chrvsostom spends a wca'
"'ation on the frivolity of the Alexamlria"^
(anced^ their fives away," "ijSorfis k"-' „-tS'

ei^etr, ohltroit dTroptZre." Dancers of a'l
•iK ^ ^ '̂̂ ^roatic, castanet-pla.yei'S' ' , gcC-abounded in Egypt all down the ages-

fiw rest°lrt'r"f and eye ^5 aP^f
M. A I.- , P"''l™its (under KgyP""" i

^ff- I owe Ii' !''' Portrait.'!, New York- ...ajo" "
Luc-v '"'<*''Pi-etation of the eye to the n.HP

®'̂ .Ve ""e. d l>y
' This photopraph is repnifP"*•

g t) .^. '̂̂ O'opoliinu Mnsenin of Art- . j;V>
l^ostovtJi- '''bS 48 (l.,08) nn 08!) f?-

L.ndon j(,t P '̂"shv, The t/
"•""k ^vork i 'Phi-s sarconl,
foweves l a.s having i ' Ptol

^ .side?.?;' "-ith tho-sv^ui""' i"'"'^"•Wure in 1?,^ AW1 ex-

Pi inJ ' • b P'- 2

"•"rtesy of
"'E.g. p ^.-^^^I'-apolit

hostovtzeff-"bs 18 (l!)OH) pp. -i-j" - , e
'• ineiirr"'' ''"• asThe Iviir "S've with the identifieal'"" pa

leer. ' '"'e fairly elose to thosr otBaiifcr
67

' p(mim.
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that mad king, used to give parties which would
continue for a long time without his appearance
AVhen many people had already left (the somno
lent and the sedate?), the mime actors would
come in carrying a figure all muflfled up, 6Xos
avyKeKaXvfxinoi, as though he were one of the
mimes, d)s th wv Sijra tS)p piLjxcop. (AVe are in
evitably reminded of Cleopatra's being carried to
Caesar wrapped in her carpet). Then, upon a
burst of music, the king himself would thrown off
the wrappings and spring up to dance naked
wiHi the clowns. This epiphany was a revelation
ot identity from which the shocked spectators are
reported to have fled in shame.

Lst not insist on this dinouement to our
fl n 1. prudishflavor, „h,ch was perhaps satisfied with i„Xf
Uon rather than declaration. Perhaps the
I»nse lay ,n the identification of the laHv u
danced so alluringly to tantalise the cittW ,
Alexandria We can hear them shouting as tb
acclam, the beauty of her hips: "rJT
avaPoav roes ei(7t56j'Tas."®^

Although the intentions and even the elter of the Baker Dancer remain obscnr '̂
recognize her as agreat aHi.tfe of adav !v^
ladies held high favor in their land It i
cant that the land is Ptolem-rle v ®'Snifi-
bronze, then, becomes one of the few
of the best Greek work in Eevnt -t '̂ "nients

them stamping about on late temple reliefs and
as figurines in honor of the god Bes.®® A group of
more naturalistic figurines from Alexandria
shows the popularitj' of the pirouette among the
Hellenistic Greeks.^®" These figures twist around
almost like acrobats. Thev' wear long trailing
garments, often fringed. They evidently repre
sent the dancers who are mentioned on the
papyri" as taking contracts to go out to the
villages for local festivals. They received good
wages, including food (loaves of bread, dates, oil,
wine, vinegar). Donkeys had to be provided for
their transportation and guarantees put up for
the protection of the handsome costumes and
gold jewelr.y that they brought with them. The
earliest surviving contract (354 B.C.) stipulates
that they should bring Phrygian flutes. These
were, of course, the most stimulating musical in
struments. So exciting their music and so fas
cinating their show in the village court.yard that
once a little slave bo.v, aged eight, leaning too
eagerly over the roof to watch, fell and was
killed.®" In her fine mantle and elegant slippers,
is our dancer not verv much at home in such a
troupe?

Such ladies, indeed, drew more than little boys
to tieir destruction. Ptolemj' Philadelphos loved
many, among them, Kleino, whose images he set
up all over Alexandria, Ylyrtion, the most famous
0 the SetKrr/ptaSfs, and Did.vme, a rarely beauti-
ul Eg.xptian.®' It is not impossible that we have

in our bronze one of the figures with which the
1tolemies honored these ladies, —an Eg.vptian
to judge from her long e.yes? But we had best
not venture to name her. She will remain for us
much like Russia, "a riddle wrapped in an
enigma. ' Nor is it vouchsafed to us how she
ended her whirlwind dance. A dramatic revela
tion impends. Her pose stirs our memorv of cer
tain statues of a more .sen.sational charaeter.®-
Her deliberate muffling reminds us of .Athenaeus'
tale of Antioehos and the mimes.®'

The story relates that Antioehos Epiphanes,

" F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antiire, Ilalle, 1!)'2G, p. '2-2,
fig. 19. Perdrizct, Terre.i cnite.i Fonqnet, pi. xLiv, 141 ff.

-V. Adrinni, Aniniaire dn nnistie (jreco-romain d'Alexan-
drie, Alexandria, (1935-193!)), p. 109, f25-21 and '25(i93, pi.
xx.wii, 1-3, ef. Inv. ^2-2920. iv Breccia, Monnnient.s de
I'Pgypte ijreco-romaine, II, -2, pi. lvii, nos. -281, -283, p. 5-2.

W. L. Westermann, "The Ca.stanet Dancers of .*Vr-
sinoe," JEA 10(19-24) 134 ff.

Westermann, op. cit. 137.

of the best Greek work in Egypt -,7^ * .
period of herhistorv. It reveak tl.' ^ '̂'Pl^Ning
flavor of Alexandria under
einies. It emphasizes for us the IN-' i
brilliance of that metropolis It givV"'''''̂
-stone for the local Diste and sty ^
have hiUicrto onlyg,.,'vhich
a later bronze or two of high oualitx
commendable marbles. In suplrb t 'l'"-'̂ ^
finishcl mastery of conception this 7
Its exalte,1 place among th, few '̂'̂ es
from a peruxl which has been e-dlef/'r''̂ '''''" '̂̂ '̂-'̂

l'...«™»,NnwJnnsny
Ylareh 1950

:'•"Id.iu.runE.g. Ihe dancing satyrs, hcrmanhT'
etc-. Cf. L. Laurenzi, Clara ftAodo.v, 9(1938)Tl ^""'P^Kos
discussion and ..\lkiphron, IV, U"LoS '
Cd.po.rafi.fpWariisrripiig.-p.Wcc/fi™'';" -oPiria

.'Vthenaeus, V 191 f . „f -u '' ^ <i»z r,
XIV, 6-2-2 c. •' ''• of ,J'̂ PP- »6 f,

Alexi.s, /mv/a.v?ow, I, 11. " 'U
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V/v
RH0D3S - GROUP OF JARS OF KABI2IMBP0TIAA2

from OIKOAOmH nAnATESPnOY "AAKKOS" U2 457, 467-478)

KAEI2IMBP0TIAA2 roB9

n H

u

2.1 i
lEP. 0BY§ANH2 APT,

riAN.

YAK.

" riAYZANUZAAA.
lO Cj

M2 471

468,470,4«3,476

(all the irest, 7 jars)

457

13 jars of the same fahricant, all save on© dated in the same eponym term,

that of 0EY§AHH2, but in 3 different months. The month is alisays in the fab. type,

and both types -were made new -with the change of month, so that two otherwise

illegible pairs of jfypos have been read by matching.

^ . rf "t- *
j-v « 7 Co )

Ij-.
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STAMPS TnOM no VfflLL AT 87/A0

-I

AJ rt V-

6-

U'

p r:

(Upper, dumped, fill, late 4th (?) to 3rd B.C. There were no stamped
y

handles from the "bottom, v/ell, fill.)

fa"bricant

APlSTO^AimS.
^-p j f. .[o (S{ .

KPEQN

nAYSAHIAZ

nAYSANIAZ

device

rosette

eponym

NIKQU
:f-

mon th SS

7422; 2 handles,
7421 prob. same

' jar
r

Helios symbol^ EENAPETOS AA^u 7268 2 handles, ^
1. — men -.^v.7269 prob*7"^ame

F
KA/iAlKPATlAAS ,^p- HAM.

A
i: AAHMQ13"_^^-^^

Y i 4 V •A -+

r

There were no non-Rhodian handles. Of the three combina'tions,

c-1-

jar

7540 2 handles,
7764 prob. same

jar

7266

C V " A/ ')

the second is the least certain. The last two handles named do not

seem to be a pair, but possibly are. Eor the first pair, which

lack an indication of month, compare other early Rhodian jars for

instance from the H deposit, on which the month seems not to have

been indicated. All these handles are decidedly arched.

(fAC
Kj a *1 rv ^ t-

i-rCJL /<^ XX. ^ (5 ^

s 't / ^ ^ Kii V-^7'<'0 j
T (S / '

/ 1 \\ V, (.
A Mil" /^' V I

-, Y ^ ~
L-Xa.v>«

; /
1

ST 5^tY. CX«. ^

(H-Ca



n ^ bJ^u eir

Pi TV eta r/ell By/Lambda Theta

11 Apr 50 . . ^

Period of Use Fjll

Apparently gathered over short period just prior
to ca. 300 BC. Little difference in shape
among comparable pots. Kanthhfcoi closely
paralleled by those of Beta well 15/LD of that
d'~'te. Tvro amnhorai: P 11294-95

Pnper Fill
c

liixed fill containing appreciable amount of V and
IV c. apparently derived part^ from demolition
of house associ'.'.ted viith v'ell and from material
exEavated in lo\-;erin£ area nearby (includes pieces
of pyre burial). Latest coin Athens 307-283 BC.
This probably close to actual d-te of filling, since
no moulded lamps or Megarian bov/ls in filling, and
from the evidence for demolition cff associated house
and lowering of level of area it would seem also
that Upper Fill^pllowed close on POU fill. Therefore
suggest early IV c, surely within 1st quarter for
time of filling, 8 Rhodian handles, 1 Chian amohora.

llote
Chiau arphora P 9754-55 bears dipinto inscriotion
Epi ililceotou archontos. If referable to AthWian
archon would deman d date either 332/l or 225/4
BC. The former not acceptable to VG, the latter
not acceptable to me. Sin^e amphora is Chian
it would be desirable to Imow if Chians had
archons and if such a n uae occurs there.

/
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28,VI,63

T6 DBT. on H IB : S

Hy analysis of this deposit made 16»IX,61 (in the

IJeposits folder) puts it about contemporary viith Group B j

and v/itn U 10 : 2 and with the Soleil {^roup in P.hode6,
in

It is comparedjby examples »f seveml classes,with

H 21 : 4 (i#o, Rhodian in both, Chian lagynoi in both,

examples of a class of unknown orfcgin) and thought to be

rather earlier than K 21 : 4,

I might now put Group B slightly earlier than

H 10 : 2 and tta N 18 : 3 and the Soleil group} and woulc

still put N 21 : 4 a little later. So if wo call Group

B oa, 275 B.C., then N 18 : S (and tha N 10 : 2 and the
!S .

Soleil group) might be a little after 275,-i^H'>-crQyf«f-
fsll as "fcliQ curv0 of "bh.Q "h

andle.

/ 21 ; 4 (Satyr Cistem) sg rqia
nota-^lO. I could wish there %iero more stamps in N l8 : S ^

removed from it.

and in Group B.

/o :^6.IX.61
p.—' W-f csM

I ——Ic^ cr <i«
pRR AT 77/M ^ hi 2^1 ".>-1

isH firef.quarter of 3rd B.C.

of handles, and T,vithout toe

(IMOZ, with rose

g also the eponj-m riAYZAlTIAZ

[cm the Solail dig in Rhodes,

(this cellarfull latish in the

ed on 3 handles in N 10 ; 2,

jaybody else but is v. important
roup B, or at/) least the part oj

[ So far as can be judged, the

M-

N 21

VtJ
fell preserved)

feTs handles Of which the top
Bthose from the Ko»os Cistern),
Ithe angle of the hedy.
in P162 64 neck and handles are

5, are each a little hig-har 4-t.
that of "igner, than

in R 9081. I think this difference again indicates,

that N 21

fragmsntary lagynos P 25693, from A 17 ; 3.)

Of unknovjn origin; P 11685 This looks like a fractional

. 4, (They are stored near each other on the top shelf, north side
» ot the thi

I A T T TO ^ T YrtT T O T!3 ^ ^ r* r"

like^the Rhodian handle profiig^
4 is a little later than N18 ; 3. (For a still lower body an.T«

Y angle, cf th?

rack.) Asmall jar similar the P11685 was seen in April I960 in the an •»->, 1
».po'Cn9]^3

jiialli®-' By Mr. Banachi . I have found no better context^ tiian Nig • 3^
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To DBT. on IT 18 ; 5

My analysis of this deposit made 16,IX,61 (in the

Deposits folder) puts it about contemporary vdth Group B

and with H 10 : 2 and with the Soleil group in Pdxodes,
in

It is comparad,by examples xt several classes,vdth

H 21 : 4 (i,0, Rhodian in both, Chian lagynoi in both,

examples of a class of unknown ortgin) and thought to be

rather earlier than N 21 ; 4,

I might now put Group B slightly earlier than

N 10 : 2 and tin N 18 : 3 and the Soleil group; and woulc

still put K 21 : 4 a little later. So if we oall Group

B oa, 275 B.C., then N 18 s 3 (and tiat N 10 ; 2 and the

Soleil group) might bo a little afber 275,--thw»*'i5ST1»SW-

pote-da, I could wish there were more stamps in N 18 ; S

and in Group B,

m
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N18 : 3 .K.IX.61 ^ ^
, ^U- -T.^. 119 St~7 ^
V SAH MD GONTAniSRS FROM X, CISTERN AT 77/m ^ hi

- (N 18 : 3) ^ A

•S»-^ V^-c^ , I ' (/ '' Latisli •flr&'fc^.quarter of 3rd B.C.
\,^-Cr} £> , ^ r • ^ '

Rhodian; P 9076 a jar without u^par parts of handles, and v/ithout toa

L,^^. ^ gg 6914 handle with stamp of SENOTIMOS, with rose

-L

/ /

^ l/D~yA' jJ Eleven jars of EEN0TII.I02 with rose stamps naming also the eponion liAYZAlJIAZ
Cg^-- (and the month YAr:iN0IOZ)have been recorded so far from the Soladl dig in Rhodes

dating
I jt of. Picture Bk. Wo.6, fig. 63. I have been Esdllsx this cellarfull latish in the

anyhow after its middle,
first quarter of the 3rd B.G.^This ilAYSAl-JIAZ is named on 3 handles in W10 : 2,

deposit which does not seem to have much in it for anybody else but is v, important

, ' for SAH, and I tliink it is about contemporary with Group B, or at/6 least the part of
L ' y'"-'

Group B in which are the amp^oras SS 370-371, etc. So far as can be judged, the

fragment P 9076 is like the bodies of the Soleil jars.

SS 6914 has a good piece of rim preserved, as i^ell as the curve of the handle

Compared with SS 8934, perhaps the latest piece in N21 : 4 (Satyr Cistern), SS 6914

is distinctly earlier in profile, though not vastly removed from it,

Chian (probably) lagynoi: P 9081

P 11686 (much less vrell preserved)

in common with P 16284-5 from N21 ; 4, these have handles of which the
S?

comes out level (not at all arched, like for instance those from the r,.i\.omos Cistern)

while their lower attachments are all the way out at the angle of the body* Comparing
the nevjer jugs in each of the two deposits, see that in P 16284 nr-oV a-nA t, ,handles are
slightly longer, and rim above handle, and body angle, are each a little h"

that of 'than
in F 9081. I think this difference again indicates, like.the Rhodian no ji

A nandle profiig^
that IJ 21 : 4 is a little later than 1 18 : 3. (For a still lower bodv nn t

J angig^

fragmentary lagynos P 25693, from A 17 ; 3.)

Af ^mknown origin: P 11685 This looks like a fractional
A "^om

.^21 : 4. (They are stored near each other on the top shelf, north side
* the th"

rao3c*) ^ small jar similar the P 11685 was seen in April I960 in tv,^ apotheka at
ilalli®-' ^ have found no better context^ than NIg .
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AAA. R 3796

HAN. R 3794
3795

2,MS"- I Zi~ Li'
/~ R'^ 3793

R -3787
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3811

R 3802

ATP,

APT.

R
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3786 /
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38033:

KAP. R 3790

R 3799

R

R
3805
3801

Baa, R 38'0

hat. H 38 04-

R 38 DC-

R

R

38'Z

37 '17 -

R 37^7 g

ATP. R 38 oe ' •

BAA. R 38cc]

3800

370 f .

37
•-• -^L.

37 S ci

ax«o 3901, a#ek of hhodlaa Jar with raiaains of one stamp preserved
3807, neck of Jar of unknown ftiake with largo projecting rim and the edge
of on© etaji^ preserved, as well as tins and trays containing fragments
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APTEMIAf£POS
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MiKreos
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^lAOKPATHS

L-Ji-A
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rose
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airphora

monogram
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R 3802
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KAP. R 3790
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R 3805
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R 381 ^
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R 37 ?g

ATP. R 38^-^6

BAf>. R 38-^/
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379' -
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37^0;

£? AdIOCii 7? •
j^<-1 (kf^ vvA w'.tu W6-w d> irr£5
tOL., - '-J

3.'f' f', v^C t- t"*'.
jjjLso 3901, neok of jKhodiaa jar with remains of one stamp preserved,

„gQ7 neck of jar of unknovm make with largo projecting rim and the edge
Qf one Stan© preserved, as well as tins and trays containing fragments
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deposit - 2

of other large-jars unstamped or with no preserved stamps, Wo ^loi-ws

This deposit is contemporary with E.A.T# Group B, i.e. not later

than 250 and probably nearer 300, (The stamped jars belonged to the

earliest part of the Grot?) B deposit,) The association is based on the

occurrence in both deposits of largely preserved jars bearing rose stamps

of the maker Zeno.
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,( ^ major part of each, at least; some frr presume^bly found in the upper part of the

chamber fill, for which see somer/hat ambiguous note. Stigma Prime p. 653), along
with a coarse water pitcher, which would tend to suggest that they composed a
period of use fill, it is quite apparent that they could not have been put into
the chamber tmtil after it had gone out of use. The rough, unplastered wall
cutting off the blind passage leading from the chaiaber, aid bjiich, by the nature
of its construction (noh^yraterproof) must date after the chamber had gone out
of use, could not physically have been constructed while the chamber floor
was massed mth the heap of broken amphorai and pithoi found there. Sequence
therefore must be:

1) Chamber ""abandoned as a water supply;

2) Previous period-of-use fill (?) shovelled into blind passage
and passage walled off, with chamber being reused as cellar for
storage perhaps;

3) Chamber finally abandoned and filled from bottom to top -vrith a
single fill.

Dating:

1) and 2) probably contemporary. Two red-figured pelikai found
•7^ behind the wall blocking the blind passage are dated c. 325 BC. All
/ . the evidence from the entire ciatfern system being considered, I would

<] think that the chamber was abandoned and the passage blocked fairly
7 warly in the last quarter of the IV century.

3) Final abandonment and filling of the chamber took place at least
as late as 294 BC (2 coins. Stigma Prime, p. 370, May 30, 1932,
#1 and ^2, found at -1.00 m., vjhich are given in Hesp. Ill, p.
as "Athens, early 3rd century BC", were later dated by the numismati +
as Athens, ca. 294 BC). "5®

It does not seem to me necessary to drag the date down much bevn
^ the date of the coins. The North Chamber and Draw-Shaft were quite ^

possibly abandoned at the same time as this chamber, and in them T
-Pciial .^4- 4- _1_1_ _ J £1 •» t 1 - _ _

—y

^ t—^ ^

Q ^ OO c?
r>-13

Builetin to Miss T, Grace:

-ViTx

/iT 6. U - .

3 i 1950

-H '1

2j^ a

'50» A
iy/4

In re; Date of filling of Stigma Prime Cistern chamber 45/lA (Hell. (^. B, South __
Chamber) -j~

VG material affected: P 1112 - 14 / i O C.
SS 370 - 71 / ^ . i )

Conclusion: Entire filling of chamber, including amphorai, throwi in in one
operation, after 294 BC, but probably not appreciably after.

' •< """ ^

Remarks:

c-_rX7_ h-
J-.

The fill in this chamber was considered b3r1;he^"elf5avatdr"~fc6^l5e'TAa4fonaTl'biir-
top to bottom, i.§., throYm in in one operation, and this seems to me to fit
the evidence best, illthou^ the amphorai were all found at.bpttQm (that is, the

1^0

l).(r V/1^ . ^ don't feel at present that the material needs, to be placed bejmdd
• t— 300 BC. "

a. <
J

A

-» 'A
n it

'••'i
£... LifAj ^00 ,
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(g) T. VC
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/3

j5^h- 13>

S,A.H. from Rhodes; OIKOnEAGN niTIINOY
(not AnO©ETH2) • vm.

/3_^ M2 504 , 559-547, all Rhodi&n /^ Ik-

0 butt.

fabricant device epGnym rims

^102 rose rolled^ 542 Fr'tary jar o

(missing) ^IZTANAS rolled 544 Top of jar

^I2T0KAH2 rose
2

rolled 546 0

MI2K02 BI2L ]T02 rolled 541 Top of jar

^KAI02 TIM0KAH2 rolled 504 Jar 0

B0I2K02 EI2L ]T02 541 Top of jar

22TAZ miXAPM02 547 Fr' tary jar,
both st, w. sec, st.

ZgIYP02 TlM0KiiH2 rolled 539 Fr' tary jar

SI» mushroom 540 Jar

(illegible) nOAYKAHZ vertic, band 543 Part of top of jar

22TA2 BniXAPM02 rolled 547 Fr*tary jar,
both st, w, sec, st.

ZS2nYP02 TIM0KAH2 539 Fr*tary jar

AIKAI02 TIM0KAH2 504 Jar

(missing) TIM02TPAT02 rolled 545 Neck

The rims described as "rolled^" are of the more developed profile, i.e
while those just called "rolled" are of the heavy early shape, * smaller,

The eponyms in this list (API2TANAE, BniXAPM02, I2L0A0]T02. naAYKAHE. TIMOKAtt?
Mid TIM02TPAT02 are all listed in early Rhodian period C (or (C) ) and none t-nth. l.t«t of 0, joet bofor, th. luoning of th. mLth. Sol ?i„t qiart^r S 3^7 " '

Must be noted that recording from this lot was not necessarily complete
thought of as a group (as the AnO®ETH2 was) but I was just salvaging pairs and%

APISTOKfflf .ith rim of .C^MoJ

S-iw r Axi OV vJi \ ,

(K^ C . 7 aq - ? 'i Tl

\
("7-
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T-IASIAIT

GORCYl^AM?

n

An^p— >cr ^ 1^ --\j
1*1.0!

•^Ofii 4.1V.63

SAH FROM 0, HOIil AT 2 4/aA AITD /oR 19/K0 OR 19//SE^AZT

>
SS1536, 153p, 1720,1721,1734, 1735

fabrleant

unread

device

lyre Bon 1395

shape, etc. SS

1761

1536 •P'

UUMOM ORIGIN & • •13 .cv,

A
incuse

unread but perhaps same as 1784

1537

1720 whole hand

1734

1785

Comment, 20.Y.63

0

0

See attached chits from LT. The Deposit Summary on file, probably also of 1959,

reads as follows:

• x ,

...H

Dumped filling used in levellingj fragmentary pottery including
part of a Panathenaic amphora, P 2106, with the name of the archon
Demokleides (316/315 B.C.), and a West Slope kantharos rim (P 2412)
of the early 3rd century, as well as earlier material. Second half
of 4th into early 3rd century B.C."

None of the handles need date later than 300 B.C. (by HAT), so far as I know.

The Thasian and the Corcyrean and SS 1537 of the Unclassified seam to be not exactly

paralleled in our files. The incuse stamps SS 1784-5 are matched at Pella and Abdera,
J? 1-.^^"•-?*

SS 1720 is pretty well matched by SS 4568 from P cistern at 109/aB (whole jar preserved,

deposit I think 3/4 4th still), and also by SS 14433 from the Bhalf of the peristyle of

the Heliaia (third quarter of 4th cent,, not pure?).
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11.1.73

• A-/-,} j:_;oV4
from SAriOS deposit "Brunnen" (Zisteme) 'C-.IL^ "S-'̂ -O

inv. nos. I 1030 - 1049 IPV =?"• •. fd^'j

(from Dr. Borkar's rubbings and notes)

It

PrUi. J'

S.A.H.

Rhodian

unolassi

fabricant

AA^lOKPATHZ^—"
• ^ • •• i uj-u-

ASPIl

AiiPOZ

KMW

Oi'lAZImOZ ,1

5AIiK02

illeg.

I stamp gone)

deTioa

dot

aponsna inv. no. shape etc

AIWHZIAAMOZlep.) I 1038 A/6 mA q
•5 1. 1 " A

APIZTSffllAAZ !*• i 1046

. A/•'" 0(.? Pdrf/4 (f/ ,^v—__ 1048 •"»"<:> •S 0
H- <r, A^ ist A/'̂ M i i

1044 ~

n AAY K/4 fcf /4')
A•'Ml <-AA/mos)dot

•wreath (slender)
dot

1045 s.ens • 0, (retr.)

1043 S ^

1040 i' f>' -ft 0, (retr.)

1030 ^•'•'4
1036 ^ '6 A-fc!

, .

1041 .('bMj 0,

lOSTci'.>• 0, (retr.)

1049 -. - 0

1039 . li)-c, <^4 0

1042 Cvs-<' <•

1035 4.ra'A.«t«S

A
1033 s-'Ai • 4. j

1032 'S iA

1031 V-iP-AriJ

1047^.5kA•4»-«& Q

1034 ^-C-W

'' lu y'



iS.QT^
- 2 - 3.IV,73

Notes of 23,VIII.72 from Dr. BBrkar on this group: Dr, Jantzan, in 1965-67,

axcamted a well, "Brunnan II" or "Zistoma", in tha Kastro, I 1030-1949^were found
A

there. This well aias covered and want out of use ca, mid 2nd centwry they thinkj

there was an inscription of ca. 200-170 B.C.; there must be time to need to throw

it aiwiy, iiYell ca. 7,60 deep.

It has been suggested that I 1050 also belongs with this group. It was found

in the ^stro in 1965, "Brunnon 4 (aus Durchschlag zu Brunnon II, Zistwrne?)" This

is the top of a jar of AAMO20ENH2 in the term of nOAYKAHE,

For the dates of the stamps:

a little ^91^3According to recant dating, moat of the more firmly datable types fall *3woKj5 befoi^

the middle of the 3rd century B.C., that is, between the Koroni Rhodian and the

Thompson Group BRhodian, There/ is here a period of about 28 eponym terms, at present

referred to as Period or Group C, at present dated ca. 270-242 B.C. The eponyms of G

are the earliest named in the button types (all?) of the fabrioant ISP0TEAH2, and all

precede the naming of the month. Thus the eponyms AINH2IAAM02 I (1038), AAM0KPATH2
c .. f O c '

(1048, probably an eponym), and n0AYKAH2 (1050), as well mall the eponyms known in

pairs with the fabricants Ai2B02 I (1045), 0NA2IM02 I (l030), and the JAIZKOZ who uses
(1037, 1041)t °

circular stamps^ - all these are in C. (The ¥abricart AAMO20ENH2 overlaps Cand the

following period.)

Exceptionally, a single Rhodian, 1046 that names the eponym API2T2NIAA2, should

probably date as late as the beginning of the last quarter of the 3rd century.

The 6 non-Rhodian, I 1031-1034 and 1047, include nothing now known to date as

late as the Rhodian API2TSiNIAA2. The monogram stamp on 1052 is closely similar to

one on a whole amphora of the Nikandros Group, SS 6127, which should date somewhere

about 300 B.C. according to its context. Agora cistern B 3 : 1, see listings in Aeora
(E 3 : 1)

IV, A, and XII as will as in Pelos 27; Agora XII brings it, down possibly to 280.

Note that I 1046, naming the eponym API2TSNIAA2, comes from the highest level

that contained handles, depth 3,50-5,00 m. Perhaps the inscription came from still

higher, and represents part of tha a subsequent aupplemantacry filling of the cistern

the contents of which may have settled, leavang a dangerous hole.
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From MZ, gravelly fill over bedrock around northwest

A.

Rhodian

-t*"' •. ,

>.•'''•,
' fj* •'

Thasian

3 '̂ '̂ ' ri'C

comer of Theseionj SS 14541 - 14551 .

. X li

fabricant

4^ "Tl V

/ C^A A. AMl i. Y

*

dIOKAHZ

lUYZANUZ

ZffiKPATHZ

[EViir&/oc?tJ^,

device

rose

Helios

symbol

burning
torch

eponym

AZTYMH^HZ)

month

AFP.

APT.

EY^PAIs.A('-^ apt.

SENOZTPATOZ

r(t-^S
Y'

XAPaiOKAHZ
V'

. 7 ? 'x Aio.

Iaamoz -'

6.VI.66

U

/•'vV' I •j

SS

14544

14547

14541

14548

14550

14549

14545

14542

14546

14543

/^. O/

"Yf shape,ate.

>!:

i'.-.' !'•< r
•'if 'i'

"1 -f
'f

1 i •-'

Sw^•.,CV

oar h«.V W/5* t-OvV ^ 14551 Bon 1809

}/;: y?
•t y •' -

Notebook p. 2109; up to about 0.20 of looee gravelly earth removed; no
doubt had been disturbed in antiquity by laying of various pipes,"but would seem to
have been deposited before the Sellfnistic building program reached this point."
„ ^ . identificationsPottery called 3rd to earljr 2nd cent. B.C. Coi^ not yet entered.

I 225Group of Rhodian of knfsx Sj^entury B.C. before SM, with the possible
exception of SS 14549, of ZffiKPATHZ, which may be of last quarter, but is more likely
Ute in 3rd quarter, fiaxftaxiamx IThe activity of this potter lasted over into
yhe period of the Pergamon depoeit,/oalled 220-180 B.C.)

(also Rhodian)SS 14S62-M5S4 to oo» from .bout th. .u. pl,o.. Ih.y nm th. pott.ro

SnirONOZ and ZHN2N/,abtlAffl in m»nh -44.1-in each case with a mohth. and the etonym ONAZAHAPOZ,
and are certainly 3rd century of before 225 B.C.
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14 6 •' H Vr SAIi FROM A, vELL AT 20/lZT IH 6;4)
SS 131, 139, 140, 148,

149, 157, 245, 255T BRONZE HEAD VELL

' fabricant(?) device eponym

/.V/>

_£> f ^

pcrA
THASIAN B0YAHICPIT02 thyrsos

s!mpe, etc. KT SS UX:

•2 139 %•

RZ-rODIAN

MIDIAN

5.-1

MH

KYA0KA32

SEN02TPAT02

rA ~ - 3.VC )
2£l)CAPH2 ' o

V 148

C
157

(3K) / 245

o retr.

I 7s

'r-

a.-4

I "^s-

^'=->

^ -HIM?
2.0^

0EYAMO2

921

723

; 131

,5 149 t U-^.

^0 : ^ 7-

A is-<^

ZH grp.

U—•
.. i ' •• ^-•~

AP ? (men.)

ZH

2Sd

140

255

r ar^<L^ A.]
The Rhodian are probably first (Sochares) and^second quarter of 3rd century

The Thasian, third quarter. The Ghian(?) and ZH Grp. fit well into the 3rd century
but I cannot date them closely at ptresent. For the Knidian, there is no better

context than the present, but it is credible that they date in the third quarter of
't O . Ov>^0 r-r^a. TO. yn —-c A ^

the 3rd.

There is a note on this well in the MSBF page on the ZH group. It has bee
X©Q

first half of 3rd as recently as 1940 publication by HAT; "latter 3rd" by ORE g
attached revised opinion of same.

70

O

o'a ,6 u-

H(X C) rr V _

I4 . /A -X A f L t$~ LJu^
/

•35®- Pip

•C*

•3.,
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9 May 56

A Well 20/
IST

(H 6:4)
Bronze Head

Opine that this well was finally filled up no earlier than

3rd quarter III. Conceivably could go into 4th quarter, but

prefer not.

Pertinent SAH's

SS 131 Knid ian

SS 148 Rhodian

SS 157 Rhodian

SS 139 Thr sian
SS 140 unk.

SS 149 unk.

SS 245 unk. )
SS 255 unk. )

.b":)

til. '

All from final filling of well
levels above and belo?/ Bronze
Head. SS 131 0.50 m. lower than
Head.

dump

I t • "T U-.
u

fh .C .

, If • ^

^ iaiT , fj ^ ^ ^ ^

•2-5? (i/r Th^.C, A ^ v.-fN-A-A

/ 7^'<23

--J5l C'

/ 2- o ^ ^ ">--<-<5'̂ ^ 2w 4^^ ^

T:c-

/t j -V ,
/9_ . O ^

" \

tX—

Ag.x_ ..'I p.

•( ^tp CCT.

. •2- fw,

0
—A

M

(aT^'O

X /a) !=>. ar-f'O ,• ^aJ^\—5r ^ K/oX s,..^

• — r ''^'



Post-Parthian shot:

ne ai/m 111-

f>i «-,yJ
and

Bronze Head Well

The relative positions of these two groups is suggested

by the development of the shape of the V/est Slope

kantharos. In the foimer the shape is moderately advanced;

in the latter it is the most extreme. An allowance of

50 years between the two,at least, seems indicated.

P.S. You should see what 81/llA can do to the Sullan

groups!
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falpricant

ATQPAUAH

EAAANIK02

MEHEKPATH2

A. It 'CO
r-

STMCPS ERCM 81/MA WBUL IH HO, BOTTOM BILL

device eponym month
' • 2. O r i

Helios head 2Q2TPAT02 APTAMITI02

APl2Ti:ffl](AA2j^t^" APTAMITI02rose

MYTIQH,
X Z.^1

f
AAAI02

SS

7584 (ja;}

7581 (two
7583 jarsj

7582 (jar)

-2-0

These are assigned definitely to the bottom fill, first period

of use, along with SS 7585V'a handle of unknown origin. The well is

called a stratified deposit, 3d BAG. to 3rd A.D. The rest of t^e haddles
(•f.)

listed on the v/ell card do not seem to make any useful group.

Pf.a t ii.Tcr
Certainly 2nd half of 3rd century. -ax

A^c>
^ . U" .

77^ CtJJ

s/ j y^cp /

-t-l-wl V 7 JT 2-

7

rl— Ol—,_v /s ifC
-7JTJ

"7 J-yf -i
rvf rCt gUL
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OPlg. to Steinberg , c {\ Ow iw^'
Goi '̂es for: attika ^ \ , M n,iii.59 f ^ i V

D^OSITS - I UJUL^ ' fp /V !>! A! '
CORCYKKAHC?) J_ A-tT(1^4

... ^ )
KOTES ON JAR FRAGIGNTS FROM PRASIAI ^ ^

A saleotion of jar fragmente, etamped and unstamped, has been shown me by

ASteinberg and J• MoCredie, wh*, with M. Jcaaes as architect, have been mBir^ng a study

of the site of this Attic town on the cape forming the south shore of the bay of

Porto Raphti (of, Baedeker, Greeoe. 1909, p.l21). The following notes oovar also

a stamped Thasian handle found on the site by Mrs, Bandi.

There are altogether 4 stamped handles, of whioh 2 are Thasian (a and b), and

two of uncertain origin, perhaps early Rhodian (c and d),

a) ©A2I2N Example of the type of Bon, Las Timbres Amphoriouflfi
/kai^.€x^p dolphin de Thasos, no,591. One more example is known, from Abda'ra
<- UBiAAIHE beside the one listed by Bon. Abdera,

. .''1" ' ^yP®» AmiAAKHE, of whioh 6 are known, are notdirectly dated by any context of discovery, but comparative studies, ohieflv of +v»o
devices shown in his stamps, suggest a date toward 300 B.C.

Aw-rv^ , Example of the type of Lenger-Grace, 1958. no.
' grapes 42, (Not in Bon corpus.) ——_LSYAI'OPAZJ The typos of EYATOPAZ, of whioh 7 are now on file with

' us, again are not dated directly by excavation ocmtext h.,<-othor indications suggest about the seune date as that of AHMAAKH2, Each has a tvoe
shwing a wine-amphora} the shapes represented in the two are very close to oaoh other
and ®f®® to osan to depict the Thasian amphora of tormrd 300 B.C., with its relativeiv*
long handles, full rounded body, and short stem above the tip, ^

®) jC .«e have not bean able to identify any known type in what
A'̂ l ff- ( ^ preserved of this stamp. The shape of the handle and sant^iretr,} of rim preserved suggest it may be early Rhodian, i.e. of th«

late 4th century B.C. If so, possibly restore; [ATHjc
though the C may be a round epsilon, ' ftVAi rr tf,\

Note that just a vestige of the A is preserved, not a certain reading, fratr \
ATHZIKAHZ is named la similarly formed stamps on early Rhodian handles, *

S . .. • ' •

J

th. l»ndl.,, th«. ..6g.rt . dat. of o.. laf 4th oohtury 3,0. Som.
«.tu.p.d hMdl. .nd rlM fr.,«ot. .1,0 .ho« ». from Pr„ui oould bo about th.
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21.02^
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same date. These irtolude mushroam (down-tumed) riias not enonoao^ng on the handle,

and rolled rime against which the handle was plastered, as in pGoroyrean" jars

of probably late 4th to early 5rd century B.C. Two amphora toes look much like

one (unoatalogued) froaa a deposit of th- laofe quartor of tho- 4th century at the
i:" • o ^ ^

Athenian Agora (the blind passage from the eouth olianibor. of Thompson's Croup B

cistern system, see Hesperia, III, 19S4, yjpp,331 aad-SSS-),

Mrs, Bandi's Thasian handle is (a) in the list above, and will be retained by hotl

The rest of the fragments will be kept in the collection of the ASCS,

jx . m . ^
<7-

^jjL ^ ^

KjJj^ cr^ ^
CC, I 6"-^

V '̂ *i" 1''

1 . J.

...v,
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Merry Christmas from us both and greetings
around the Agora*

Yours,

. ...attMillH
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

December 8, 1972

Dear Miss Grace,

Many thanks for your long and informative
letter. I have incorporated the bulk of what
you say in a long footnote. Unfortunately, my

\ group vjill really not help one way or the other
I since the potters'- is an unstratified deposit
which ranges from the mid-fourth century down
into the first third of the third century (rather
far down, I think, on the basis of comparison with
Thompson's B Group and Koroni), A coin helps to
some degree in that it must have been minted in the
first third of the century. It's this bothersome
broad span of potters'- apparently in use all at one
time which complicates things. Anyway, thanks for
the help.

Garoljm Koehler has seen what I am saying
about the amphora and has nothing to add to what
you wrote. She seems to be thriving, though
fairly articulate about her complaints (I guess
all students are these days).

Christmas is approaching fast; we'll be off
to Indiana with Steve's family and hope for lots
of nice snow once vre're there (not before, because
^je're driving!).

Merry Christmas from us both and greetings
around the Agora.

Yours,

i3<o2-



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

November I7, I972

Dear Miss Grace,

Z3,05

Greetings from this other world! The weeks
are speeding by, we can hardly beliove we have been here
as long as the calendar says. We do have time to
realize how much we miss Greece, though, and look
forward to our return.

I'm writing really in haste with a request in
regard to a SAH. For some reason I seem to have
lost the information I once had on this handle;
SS from deposit Fl6:8 with a stamp con
sisting of an A in a circle. I know it's fourth
century and too early to be of significance in a
context which has to do with Koroni type pottery
but I would like to include the proper information
from you in the catalogue. May I bother you for
this?

Steve gave a talk last week here at the riEnsti-
tute on a Thesaalian monument. I'm running aroimd
looking a Jewelry and preparing a talk. The biggest
project (and time consumer) is fund raising for
Nemea, a discouraging Job.

Please give our best to everybody and forgive
the brevity of this note.

Fondly,
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Z^AZ—V.A.*. let.eat aponym Is parhaps AJ^TY:.1}H A:li:) \ tha p-'w"! 5••.« c u ' ' ir«a af

this nnma, «•;# Dalos 27, undar S 15, foz* thu first anti sacoi.l, i,,n 1 '""'il. . ,.9:/ wi+.'v

bota 3 V:ir tha third). Tha Astyrnadas ntnwJ -.Hi 57 14i > lhl
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j iisar ifdrtt- 3.0.
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Rhodian

SAH From 00, Cistern in SouthTiest Bath, A 10, southam tunnel.

SS 14652 - 14666, 14682

fabrioant device . eponym month SS shape etc.

HPffilAAZ

0BYA2PO2

AYK0AA2^

nAY2ANIA2

Helios

symbol

rose

dot

AI2XYAIN02

A2TYIJIH(AH2) ' 0S2.

APT.

^ EaN0$ANT02

14653

0

0

-y "f

z. .>< • -t - IlAY2AinA2 '

2IMYAIN02 f *'

14658

14656

14661

14659

14662

14654

14663

14657

14660J

r

unread

Thasian

dot

Helios

symbol

oomuoopia

rose

sceptre ^

XAPM0KAH2

]AA2

]M02

14664

n
YAK. 14652

14655

146 82

14665

0

0

unidentified Al

Koan (?) unstamped fragment, double-barrelled handle, both att.,rim P:iaaQafa 28205

} 14666

Spaniah (?) unstamped fragment, mushroom rim, shoulder stop F 28091
12.11,70

Of the stamps that have been read (all Rhodian), all names would be dated
either

in the 2nd or 3rd quarter of the 3rd centyBy B.C., e.g. AI2XYAIN02 should be

early second quarter, and the shape of SS 1^653 suits, while A2TyMH(AH2) shd.
be 3rd quarter and the shape of SS 14658 is noticeably laterjjthan that of 14653,

may be later. VG

1
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RiiODIM

fabricant

ArOPMAS

AiiQAjlSNIOZ

api::ti2N

AAi/I0KPATH2

EAAANIK02

device

Helios

head

rose

rose

rose

ZHUffiN rose

SHYA2P02

rose

lASNI&P

r ^ V/ *. «
•V.M3N2N , rose

rose

KNIDIAN

ij"hasIAN

COAN

CIIKNO.VH

0NAZANAP02 dot

ZffiTHPIXOZ rose

unread Helios
head

'1

APIZT0(KAH2) thyrs OS
ZYBOYAOZ

ifflffSKAHZ cluster
KN

2ATYP32 torch

aKATAl(02) club

HiVI0/S^P02

mii

M
H

'A( 23.1.56
2fc.c>f

SftH from^Hellenistic Fill
at 46-53/lB-ir •/

j

eponym month

r
AfHiliuiOi

APH2111ii02 KAP.

ATAOYMBPOTCZ

liAN.

APXOKi'A(m)

X>.l^
EYKAHZ

H '
0PA2YAAU.'IO2J
0PA2YAAIvIO2

KAAAIKPATH2
•3 - T

SEN0#-K
S3N^ANT02

0NA2ANA:02
llQAYKPjETHZ

EniKYAHZ

^ C F
—,1 ' ?

Vt

BAA.

2111.

AiT.

APT.

BAA.

AAA.

2L,II.

APP.

0E2.

SS

4473^

4506'

4494-

4497"

4501-.2

4511-

4495'

4475'

4484-

44 o3-

4504-"

4509-

4472-

44 o2'

4496-

4507-
4498-

4476-

4500--

4512-

4485-

4486-

4499-

4489-

4510-

4503-

4474v

4508-

4480-
4493-

4505-

44 8P

4487-

4488-

i 0,

S3 4472-76 at 53/lB
•-430-91 at 50/iB
4493-99 at 48/ir
4500-10 at 53/lB
4511-12 at 49/lEf
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23.1.56

SAti FROM H, HSLLBNISTIC FILL AT 48-53/lB-ir

See H Tol.VII, pp.1211 and 1212 for list of seotion numbers of objects

catalogued from this fill, and for comments also by H.C. The fill had been

dated in the second century because of the lamp L 1888, of Type XVIIl; but

this is now attributed to Rowland's Type 45 B, and dated third quarter of

3rd B.C. A alfest Slope kantharos rim with graffito (P 5918 (H 589)) is dated

by GEE "probably no later than 250."

The Rhodian range in date at least from the first to the third quarter

»fx*iwxih±idxqHMiiHX of the third century. The latest seem to be the handles

of the fabricants imOAASNlOZ, APIZTlffiN, and AAIIOKPATHZ, and the one dated by
the eponym AfA0Y1.13P0T02. An eponym of th^latter name has been dated epigjtphically
after 188 B.C.; however it is clear that many of the handles with this name

are of the 3rd quarter of the 3rd, and SS 4494 is to be placed with these. Of

the three potters, APIZTI2N may be late in the 3rd quarter; the AAtlOKPATHS

handles are badly preserved, but it is to be noted that some handles with this
(of the one that pairs with the ep. Klearchos)

name are ^-Pergamene. (though many were found in the deposit); ATiOAASINIOZ is
but *

little kno.vn, the fabric of his handle does not necessitate a date later
than the 3rd quarter. This category is at present the best basis for

this group, among SAH. Possible pairs: SS 4507 and 4509, ep. 0PA2. - E/^AAN..
SS 449« and 4504, ep. APXOKPA. - EAAAN. (both sets rose stamps).

The Knidian: this is the first time a group of Knidian have been found in a
deposit datable in all probabiltty entirely before 200 B.C., and they seem to fit.
THa thre, l«t are fBarly Knidian". tha second and third are othemise untaonn types,
all are of early appearance.

The Ooan-as net other-is. estahlished in tha 3rd century, hut its appearance
dEffcing #

2,^ /Nrrr.S )
S.I. ^

Ill iiiiiattt«i«iin I
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SAxI FROI-hCISTSItH aT 77/NA (A 18: l)
/ill 3 (bottom)

£S 9912, 9915-9919

fabricant device eponym (all v/ith prep.)

Thasian KEOMLMAPOZ] ladle?
1

^'3 ,

Rhodian "''RREkpATHZ

ZSiTHFKOZ eagle

Itoidian XARI0KPATH2 double axe

Parm.Grp. RIK0KAH2

F
I2P. SENOiAlTTOZ

KT ss

9915

9918

9917

9912

•j?IA0M3P0TIAA2

9916")
Lrai S2IX'

9919

sliape, etc

Rote of IV or V,56 by GES separates these six handles from the rest in the cistern.

•g part of the fill to be dated "3rd century, ptobably 3rd quatter,"-ae—he- estimate.^.this

^he Pdiodian, and for all I knov/, the Parmeniskos group handle, fit well into this

. the Rhodian are not close together, but probably spread over the first threeperioa^

rters* Thasian may be datable as early as the 3rd quarter, on the other hand/ 1

Ruld surprised if it was late 3rd or early 2nd.
ip-ie Rnidian, as remarked to GitE, is 2nd centuBy, probably early in the 3rd quarter.

-ested some error on the di^ (ticket, container, or whatnot). This handle, SS 9916
•> *Tie SUgL

2 the same stamp as does SS 9906 from Fill 1 (top), and the appearance of the two
-e&r

-i^c including the firing effect, suggests the two come from the same iar/.
^ or'h&n'

re



\ / ' sr^ z^.oz-

NN Cistern

77/NA

The attached list of handles from this cistern I think

you will want to do over, since it combines handles

from two most desirably distinct and separate fills,

the lov/er of which ought to be as useful to you as it

probr;bly will be to me, since it looks beautifully

3rd century, probably 3rd quarter.

I am preparing an account of it, of which I will give

you a copy. In the meantime, the handles should be

grouped separately, as follows:

Fill 3 (bottom)

SS 9912 Rhodian
9915 Thasianyy±D Tnasian . ^ „ t- \
9916 iinidian ^ "j
9917 Rhodian •'
9918 Rhodian
9919 Sokrates Group

Fill 1 (top)

SS 9903 all Ilnidian
9904
9905

9906

9907 pair
9908

9909
9910
9911

Herewith all the cards I can find.

r
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1 Zi-i OS

' % 6.III.52

''v^I ^ C

SAH from UM CISTBRH AT II/M (listed without date by GRE)
SS 9903-9912; 9915-9918;

fabrioant device eponym (all with preposition) SS

THASIAN NEOIi^APOZ] ladle? 9915

RHODIAN IEP.SEN0#ANT02 9917

MEHEKPATH2 S918 9918
22THPIX02 eagle 9912

XNIDIAN ANASA(N)AP02 club $IAinn02 9909

(alph.by EIPMIAA2 scepter 0BYAOTO2 9904

fab.) MENH2 A,iyNTA2 9905

9908

SAN0O2 half-ship BYKPATH2 9907 a and b
SAN0O2 half-ship ? 9911

XAPLI0KPATH2 anchor,pt.left AM0TEAH2 9906

XARaOKPATH2 double-axe $IA0MBP0TIAA2 9910

9916

(not read 9903)

The Rhodian are 3rd century, the Thasian perhaps also. The Knidian seem to be

of the 2nd and 3rd quarters of the 2nd century.

Study made from the SS cards, without getting out the handles. Note that most

largsly preserved is SS 9907, with most of the neck and one long handle, plus a

second, non-joining, handle.
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I • ^ ^
I : STAMPS PROM EE CISTERN AT 53/EI • CWSr-^ ID-.

, w t'Z. \
device

- 2-4.*2-

, €jdjt.,. C-1 _

(

c« yv-^ (s^
monthfabricant

AI2K02

AI2K0S

eponym

GE2MCX50PI0S 8934 (neck, 2 handl
f—

•«

8940 (-very-proia-hly
9084 from same jar)

8936 (neck,2 hdsdles

8939

8941 •

^ ZHNQN

KPEQN

NEIAOE.
&

rose

a -K -1

> ^0
Eenos^atos ,<•;

-( E •• • ---.
, TIMOK/iEIAAZ , , AIOSOYOZ

r"D, r>

KAi'JvlKPATHZ '•
„v

. 'C?

/ / KA/iAlKPATHE -ILAYSANIAZ

kcx^^.rXAPHS
LL.'

AA/ilOS

APTAMITI02

ATPIANIOZ

ATPIANIOS 8933 (neGk,2handles]

HEAAITIITNYOS 8942 - "

- (^<^1
/^-ertATvJN

X-

tu

(i-c
AIZXYAINOE

'f'
EENkPE'TOZ

I »

V̂ i"^ ^ Ci) ^1^1 I haXA .( I - ••} 1o

APTAMITIOZ 8938

8935

'Z >-

Besides these Rhodian items, the cistern contained tv/o fragmentarv

Thasian jars, 8932 and 8937, naming AISXPQN andNiJOAIIIP^Z. There were no

other stamped jar fragments. The cistern produced a good many coins of ^

307-283 EC (?). HAT compares the pottery with that from the two IIQ

cisterns "by the Theseion, where many similar coins were found.

ear^^ handles are all of the earlier type with rounded profile, the -m
most^angular being 8934 and 8942. Note that the month appears on the

potter's stamp except on 8933 and 8936. Rather amarked difference in ^
profile between 8934 and 8940, both of Diskos, which suggests that the
relative angularity did depend on the year rather than on the individual ^
potter. j ^

,X/i ^ f

^ 'Xav T' ^
f -A

/ 'r •; i

A

'a4 (t-fr^''y (.j
- C{

A ,wr,.

a" "A®v'f/:'. \/o ^ a r \V5'

t: po v\

•) I H'h

)<v t ^ /-

a

Tt-

T

cr

^ ^' a ' r ^

W —V
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5 Apr 50

EE Cistern 55/E

During excavation no difference v.^as noted in the filling of this cistern
from top to bottom. The assignment by the excavator of the objects to
three separate fills was therefore necessarily arbitrary, and he suggests
that the student of the material may want to make further reassigmaants.

From my point of view I distinguish two separate fills:

l) Lov-er F^ll, a homogeneous collection of household material throvm
in in one operation ?.fter the abajidonment of the cistern as a
water supply. This I v/ould t^ink was throim in about the middle
of_, the_third centui^^ .p.r,,early_in Jthe Srd ..g^uarter. pexhaps. ""As far
as I can see there is no reason why all of the aaphorai and. handles
from the whole cistern chamber should not fee assigned to this. You
May perhaps feel differently.

2) Upper Fill, a mixed collection of ma.terial largely derived from
a Hellenistic potter's factorj'- (Meg. bov/ls, moulds, kiln supports,
spoiled pieces, fehlbronds), but r.lth some materia.1 of the 1st
BC, and coins of lottbr third to late 1st EC. Probably throvai
in in 1st jlD, since similarematerial, some of v.'hich joined with
this,was used to fill -assdciated; well 56/Gamma after it was
abandoned following a period of use in the 1st AD.

These tvro fillings apparently became thoroughly mixed through seepage
and settling, so that some of the m terial of the Upper Fill penetralted
to low levels in the chamber and a little even was carried into the
mouth of the lower passage. This would account for excavator's inabilit'v
to distinguish fillings stratigraphically in digging.

I do not see definite evidence for a Period of Use fill. It would
seem probable that the cistern Y;as in use in the fourth centurj'-, since
apparently the associated well 56/Gainma was constructed or lined
in tho-t century (IV c sherds behind tiles). But there is practically
no maxerial of the IV c in the filling of the cistern, aside from
coins of the last quarter and a fev: insignificant pieces of pottery.
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NIVERSITY MUSEUM
i.NIVERSITy )r r-psfsj^-, IVANJIA

r!,m
THIRTY-THIRD AND SPRUCE STREETS

PHILADELPHIA 4. PENNSYLVANIA

c«; ^^ss AN*'j .(

hVt'GBIEN ♦> /4nO

\

Dear Dorothy:

jT- •'M'

October 18, 1962

"Aith regard to your new article on the Saiyr Cistern i have to
take exception to p. 244, footnote 2, to line h ^"as well as the pottery")
find to paragraph 3. x have no responsibility fo' this dating, you know,
and certainly don't support it.

Dating of pottery in the 3rd century is still largely relative and
on estimate, as our colleagues of Porto Raphti correctly point out.
iVherever Group B falls absolutely, the Satyr Cistern group (if it is
dependable as a unit) is on estim;te probably at least 56 years later
in point of time of discard.

XqU may well have arrived at a correct date for the terracottas.
But for the pottery: NO.

Yrs.,

U~T ^

-r . \<
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